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1. Introduction 
This paper provides a structured guide to the results of Research and Technical Develop-
ment (RTD) projects relating to User Aspects, carried out in transport research pro-
grammes throughout the European Research Area (ERA). 
It is one of a series of 28 papers. Two further from an original set of 30 transport themes – 
i.e. Long-distance Transport and Financing Tools – have been discontinued as separate 
reports, though all related projects will be covered elsewhere in Thematic Research Sum-
maries. 
 

 Paper no. Transport theme 

1.1 Passenger Transport 
1.2 Freight Transport 
1.3 Urban Transport 
1.4 Rural Transport 
1.5 Regional Transport D

im
en

si
on

 1
 

1.6 EU Accession Issues 
2.1 Air Transport 
2.2 Rail Transport 
2.3 Road Transport 
2.4 Waterborne Transport 
2.5 Other Modes D

im
en

si
on

 2
 

2.6 Intermodal Transport 
3.1 Economic Aspects 
3.2 Efficiency 
3.3 Equity and Accessibility 
3.4 Environmental Aspects 
3.5 User Aspects (incl. ergonomics, quality, choice and rights) D

im
en

si
on

 3
 

3.6 Safety and Security 
4.1 Decision-support Tools 
4.2 Information and Awareness 
4.3 Infrastructure Provision (incl. TENs) 
4.4 Integration 
4.5 Intelligent Transport Systems 
4.6 Regulation / Deregulation 
4.7 Land Use Planning 
4.8 Transport Management 
4.9 Pricing, Taxation and Financing Tools 

D
im

en
si

on
 4

 

4.10 Vehicle Technology 
 
Of the more than 5600 projects from research programmes the Transport Research Know-
ledge Centre (TRKC) ultimately has considered, a total of 283 projects deal partly or fully 
with the issues of User Aspects. 
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1.1 How to use this paper 

It is recommended that you use this paper to locate RTD (Research and Technical Devel-
opment) results on sub-themes where you have a particular interest, rather than reading 
the paper from start to finish: 
 
 

• Start in Section 2 to get an overview of the scope of the particular theme. 
• Read Section 4 that summarises the findings for each sub-theme of interest to you. 
• Consult Annex I to identify the individual projects, be they of European or national ori-

gin, relating to a particular sub-theme. 
• If this is the first time you have used one of the series of thematic research summaries, 

it is strongly recommended that you read Annex II. This explains the background and 
purpose of the EXTR@Web project, and the basis upon which information in this docu-
ment was selected and analysed. 

 
The other sections of this paper can help you to gain an overall picture of the User As-
pects theme, associated policy issues and the background of project EXTR@Web. 
 

 
The analysis in this paper is the responsibility of the EXTR@Web project team, and does 
not represent the official viewpoint of the European Commission. 
 
 

1.2 The link to the Transport Research Knowledge Centre 
website 

Further details on individual projects can be obtained from the Transport Research Knowl-
edge Centre (TRKC) website at:  ec.europa.eu/transport/extra
 
 

The TRKC website includes summaries and full final reports of individual projects, as well 
as a variety of analyses, and publications prepared by the EXTR@Web project. 
 
How to best use the online resource: 
• The 'Projects & Analysis' section allows the user to specify a project-wide search on 

'Publication date', 'Origin', 'Document type', 'Mode', 'Sector', 'Geographic area', 'Policy 
objective' and 'Tool', or any combination of these criteria. 

• This may be complemented, or superseded, by the flexible 'Free text search'. 
• On the query result screen, free text search criteria may be refined, as appropriate. Fur-

ther tick boxes here allow limiting query results according to 'Project status' (five levels). 
• Query results are presented in a table, which allows for sorting by column (click on rele-

vant column header for alphanumerical sorting). 
• Project-specific summaries may include links to project websites, or provide contact de-

tails for the project, where available. 
 
It should be noted that the online Transport Research Knowledge Centre will be updated 
frequently, though dependent on input from project co-ordinators. 
Other parts of the TRKC website cover transport research at Programme level, and ex-
pand on transport related issues, e.g. in the 'Links', 'Events', 'Glossary' and 'FAQs' sec-
tions. 
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2. Scope of theme 

2.1 Definition of theme 

The user aspects of sustainable transport primarily concern the freedom of mobility for 
any citizen, whatever their physical ability, income and social status, which can be summa-
rised as accessibility. The users' choice and rights include the freedom of mobility, inde-
pendent of where they live and work. 
Transport services are judged by the quality with which they are made available to users, 
involving aspects such as safety and security, reliability, flexibility, comfort, accessibility, 
affordability and convenience. The term quality is closely related to efficiency. 
The use and operation of means of transport always involves human individuals. This is 
often an interactive process, and is strongly influenced by human factors such as profes-
sional training, adaptation to new technologies and behavioural responses. Human factors 
can refer to impacts on individuals who are directly concerned with the transport system, 
such as drivers and operators. Hence, the working conditions of employees and in particu-
lar the ergonomics of the working place are an important issue. 
 
 

2.2 Topics included in theme 

Human factors cover a broad range of topics related to all modes within the transport sec-
tor. 
Human performance in the transport system 
• Organisation and operation of traffic information and control centres; 
• operator (driver, pilot) capabilities; 
• automatic and semi-automatic vehicle control; and 
• working across multi-modal and multi-country transport chains. 
 
Working conditions 
• Human machine interfaces; 
• ergonomics, visibility; 
• safety and efficiency; and 
• driver behaviour. 
 
Technical and safety standards/regulations 
• Displays; 
• signalling and variable message signs (VMS); 
• licensing; 
• training; and 
• operational features. 
 
Specific attention has to be given to the different cultures within Europe and hence the dif-
ferent human behavioural responses. 
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Quality (effectiveness) covers a broad range of topics which include the following: 
• Safety and security: persons and goods are expected to reach their destination in the 

whole undamaged state in which the journey began. 
• Reliability, i.e. how far performance pledges in terms of speed, service frequency or 

availability match the actual performance. A term which is used as synonymous with re-
liability is that of dependability, also defined as the on-schedule movement and delivery 
of goods and passengers and freedom from delays. 

• Flexibility is the ability to adapt to a variety of needs or travel conditions. This includes 
the following characteristics: 
• extent of available routes, 
• facility of movement, 
• ease of interchange, 
• ease of entrance to and exit from the service, 
• adaptability to size and type of load, 
• adaptability to varying types of traffic, including special provision for elderly and 

handicapped, 
• adaptability to varying sizes and volumes of traffic, 
• ease of use including timeliness and availability of information and adequate fare 

payment system. 
• Comfort relates to all the “softer” factors of passenger trips both in the vehicle and out-

side. (Proxies used are e.g. the provision of infrastructure facilities and information, and 
the vehicle occupancy.) 

• Accessibility relates to physical ease of access to transport and to ease of access to 
information about transport services. 

• Affordability and convenience relates to the perception of travel (time and out-of-
pocket) costs by the user, including costs of access and transfers. 

 
The above summary of topics describes the principal breakdown of technical, 
organisational and managerial aspects that come under the theme, whereas Chapter 4 of 
this document reflects sub-themes according to actual priorities in transport research 
policy. 
 
 

2.3 Significance of theme 

Driver behaviour is the most significant factor in accidents, responsible for over 45,000 
persons killed and 1,600,000 injuries per year in the European transport system. The ex-
ternal costs as a consequence of these fatalities are estimated to be 50-85 billion Euros 
per year. 
Human factors and the working conditions within the transport system are of decisive im-
portance for the efficiency and safety of transport in Europe. An efficient transport system 
is considered to be essential for economic development and therefore for the prosperity of 
Europe. Transport provides services for industries and individuals to facilitate the produc-
tion and distribution of goods and services. Moreover, transport itself represents a major 
economic activity and source of employment within Europe. These economic issues have 
positive benefits for quality of life, accessibility and social cohesion. 
 
Further development of transport systems and transport policy now is guided by the long-
term goal of sustainable development, where economic, environmental and social aspects 
are all taken into consideration – including human factors in its widest sense. 
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However, behavioural responses can be a limiting factor in the introduction of new policy 
approaches. Technological innovations depend on public and worker acceptance, while 
theoretically-beneficial measures designed to elicit a behavioural response (such as road 
pricing) will not be politically feasible if consumers and industry show strong resistance. 
 
Recent years have seen increasing demand for transport services and new mobility needs 
have emerged. In the passenger sector, the increasing importance of non-systematic mo-
bility and trip-chains is associated with a growing demand for flexibility and dependability of 
transport systems. In addition, the increase in business mobility is associated with prefer-
ences for high-speed and high-comfort modes in view of the high value this market seg-
ment attaches to time. Increasing emphasis is being given to the importance of mobility for 
those who, because of age, disability, income or personal preference, do not use a car. 
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3. Policy context 
European policy objectives related to theme 
The importance of user aspects in transport policy is growing. There is a notion that policy 
options that appear beneficial in principle have to be checked for their feasibility of imple-
mentation. Human aspects, such as user acceptance and the ability of employees to adopt 
new technologies and practices may prove to be a primary constraint. 
 
The 2001 Transport White Paper [7] has emphasized placing the user at the heart of trans-
port policy, stressing particular areas of concern for the public as well as for transport pro-
fessionals: 
• Road safety, which has improved over the years but still poses the most apparent is-

sue; 
• the real costs of using motorways and public transport, respectively; 
• congested transport infrastructures and related pollution; 
• the choice of transport mode requiring far-reaching transparency of direct and indirect 

costs; 
• better interlinkage of different transport modes to allow for flexible and efficient intermo-

dal transport; 
• the enforcement of user rights; and 
• greener, more sustainable transport solutions in urban environments addressing the 

negative effects of air pollution and noise on health. 
 
The full, transparent and EU-wide recognition of user rights and obligations is pending for 
several modes of transport. The charter on air passenger rights, however, has set an ex-
ample for the fastest growing transport mode. It has made clear that Community legislation 
must lay the foundation for helping users understand and exercise their rights. In return, 
certain safety-related obligations will have to be clearly defined. 
 
Many policy objectives of the European Union address user aspects and human factors 
considered in this paper. While considerable emphasis has been given to working condi-
tions, related to the completion of the "Single Market", the implementation of new tech-
nologies and procedures requires consideration of various user aspects. 
 
In the maritime sector, specific attention is being given to research activities on human re-
source issues. These include improved simulation procedures for training, and European 
requirements for the implementation of relevant standards (e.g. International Safety Man-
agement – ISM, and Standard of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers – 
STCW), as well as communication in a multi-cultural environment. 
 
Policy objectives in the rail sector need a substantial consideration of user aspects in tech-
nology development as well as in operating procedures, in order to facilitate the introduc-
tion of the European Rail Traffic Management System that will boost interoperability and 
safety. Similar attention is being given to human factors in the air sector, in order to estab-
lish the long-sought Single European Sky, through higher levels of automation and new 
procedures to support future Air Traffic Management systems. 
 
Owing to the complexity of interaction between user aspects and other areas, further re-
search efforts are required to understand these interrelations and dependencies, and to 
achieve a more integrated view. For example, well-qualified and motivated employees are 
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essential for an attractive and efficient public transport system, while human factors are 
still the main cause for fatalities in transport. Hence, these issues are being considered as 
a side issue in a wide range of transport research projects, as well as in the smaller num-
ber of projects that focus specifically on user aspects. 
 
The Commission's 2006 mid-term review of the 2001 Transport White Paper [2] has reiter-
ated several points related to user aspects that will require on-going attention: 
• With the transport sector accounting for more than 10 million jobs in the EU, maintain-

ing and strengthening the competitiveness of transport operations is the best guarantee 
to address its social aspects; 

• building on the example of improved, enforced air passenger rights, similar charters are 
needed for other modes of transport paying particular attention to the needs of users 
with reduced mobility; 

• transport professions need to be promoted by encouraging training, and examining – in 
consultation with stakeholders – the rules on working conditions in road haulage and in 
the maritime sector; and 

• increased quality of service and assurance of basic passenger rights need to be pro-
moted in all modes of transport, again with a particular view to transport users with lim-
ited mobility. 

 
Among the already planned set of measures is a proposal on the rights of international 
coach passengers and maritime passengers including rights of persons with reduced mo-
bility to be submitted in 2007. 
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4. Synthesis of findings from completed 
projects 

Research projects contributing to the theme of User Aspects can be broken down to the 
following sub-themes: 
• Education/qualification and training/retaining skills; 
• human role and human-machine interface; 
• driver/operator behaviour; 
• information management; 
• operational procedures; and 
• user comfort, quality and choice of use. 
 
You may wish to further consult the following Thematic Research Summaries that present 
research findings which are complementary to those covered in this paper: 
• D2.E-1.1  Passenger transport; 
• D2.E-1.2  Freight transport; 
• D2.E-2.6  Intermodal transport; 
• D2.E-4.5  Intelligent Transport Systems; and 
• D2.E-4.8  Transport management. 
 
Results from the following 42 projects have been included in this Thematic Research 
Summary: 
 
Research sub-theme Contributing projects 
Education/qualification and training/ 
retaining skills 

ESSAI; TRAINER; UG354; Driver develop-
ment training 

Human role and human-machine interface ADVISORS; ATOMOS II; IMCAD; TSE 
Outward facing research: managing inte-
gration 

Driver/operator behaviour IMMORTAL; INDRIS; RESPONSE 2; VIN-
THEC II; VIRTUAL; The long-term effects 
of hands free legislation on mobile phone 
use 

Information management CESAR; CESAR II; E1; MATKA.FI; NAVIfu-
ture; NIM; SVI 2000/442; UG423I 

Operational procedures IDIOMA; MD/DD/16; UG240; UG325B; 
Measuring demand for an integrated inter-
urban public transport network 

User comfort, quality and choice of use 212034: Extending CabinAir; A2; D5; 
FACT; GOING-SAFE; HITRANS; IVMC; 
NETMOBIL; UG207; UG293; UG395; Air 
travel & venous thrombolism; An assess-
ment of the effects and cost-effectiveness 
of a public transport journey planner; Ef-
fects of cycle parking arrangements on bi-
cycle use; The promotion of walking and 
cycling on village roads 
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Detailed findings and policy implications for individual projects can be found in Annex I. 
Please refer to acronyms and project titles, respectively, listed above. 
 
 

4.1 Education/qualification and training/retaining skills 

4.1.1 Research objectives 

In this area research objectives include: 
• Encouraging long-distance learning of seafarers; 
• establishing a system for driver training and assessment using interactive evaluation 

tools; and 
• educating and training the general public in transport related issues and patterns of use 

of transport services. 
 

4.1.2 Main findings 

In England, efforts to encourage school children’s use of public transport and environmen-
tally-friendly walking and cycling have led to the co-ordinated introduction of school travel 
plans. Measures considered include traffic management and traffic calming near schools 
which is understood to increase children’s health and safety, and e.g. cycle training to en-
courage pupils’ personal fitness for school travel. 
School travel initiatives have helped establish a nation-wide network of school travel ad-
visers and local authorities with the ultimate goal to develop and implement individual 
school travel plans all over England by the year 2010. 
 
Situational awareness (SA) and threat management (TM) in aviation have been investi-
gated in depth starting with a literature review adopting the view that SA is an activity or 
skill rather than the 'mental state' of humans involved. It also showed the close relation of 
SA to decision-making and group processes, leading to the definition of threat manage-
ment (TA) avoiding the negatively perceived term crisis management. Major factors related 
to SA and TM were identified as Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT), approach and land-
ing, and loss of control. 
Based on an analysis of training needs a training scheme was designed and developed, 
comprising primarily recurrent and transition airline training but being sufficiently generic to 
be used in other training regimes. An interactive DVD featuring the concepts of SA, TM 
and situation control, provided explanations through the use of video footage from A320 
simulator runs, and was complemented by two concluding simulator sessions employing 
an A330 flight simulator. 
Finally, the experimental validation of the novel training scheme through comparing two 
groups of cockpit crew proved to substantially enhance situation awareness with less sig-
nificant effects regarding threat management. 
 
A British project was set up to establish Safe and Fuel Efficient Driver (SAFED) training as 
an industry standard, yielding the following results: 
• A total of 6,375 drivers underwent SAFED training, of which 3,121 of the drivers trained 

worked for companies employing less than 50 employees; 
• over 370 instructors are now able to perform SAFED training; 
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• data generated from training showed a 36.9% reduction in gear changes without nega-
tive effects on trip time, however, substantial fuel savings recorded in litres and pounds 
and an average improvement in miles per gallon (MPG) of 10% was noted; and 

• discounted insurance rates. 
 
An interactive, multimedia training tool, available on CD-ROM, and two modules of a driv-
ing simulator (static and semi-dynamic one), paying attention to their cost-effectiveness, 
have been developed. It provided practical guidelines for the deployment of the proposed 
curriculum and training tools. The systematic mapping and prioritisation of recognised 
gaps and inefficiencies in current training schemes, according to a 4-level driving task 
model, led to the development of approximately 100 detailed scenarios to be taught with 
the help of the multimedia training tool and/or driving simulators. 
The review and analysis of driver training tools from 6 EU countries – 17 multimedia soft-
ware and 23 driving simulators – allowed specifying and developing low- and medium-cost 
driving simulators. Subsequently, four low-cost driving simulator prototypes and four me-
dium-cost driving simulator prototypes have been built, and a normative driver behaviour 
database has been set up to support the new training scheme. 
 
 

4.2 Human role and human-machine interface 

4.2.1 Research objectives 

In this area research objectives include: 
• Considering certification and human error aspects for the implementation of new safety 

critical technologies; 
• focusing aircraft dispatch and maintenance on the human role; 
• advancing ship bridge management; 
• reducing motion sickness and improving passenger comfort and safety in sea transport; 
• promoting better connections in European cross-border passenger transport; 
• enhancing human machine interfaces for on vehicle integrated driving support systems; 
• developing high strength composite flooring system for multifunctional vehicles to im-

prove access for disabled people; 
• assessing human machine interfaces with respect to traffic safety; 
• improving the cockpit application development process; and 
• paving the way for future aircraft cockpits relying on three large displays. 
 

4.2.2 Main findings 

Developing applications for modern aircraft cockpits is a complex process which needs to 
take into account human/machine interface (HMI) and performance requirements. In order 
to ease development of graphical cockpit applications, a new graphical exchange format, 
IGF, has been introduced that allows speeding up graphical application development due 
to efficient prototyping in the specification and design phase of advanced software. 
Moreover, the new development assistance tools enable the validation of functional fea-
tures of the HMI, helping to avoid costly changes to the HMI in later design phases or after 
entry into service. 
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Starting off with comprehensive assessments of road safety, driver comfort, network effi-
ciency and environmental impacts, an EU study has developed a risk analysis method 
based on failure mode analyses and applied to behavioural, legal and organisational risks 
of a set of ADAS subsystems such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) on the motorway, in-
tervening Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA) in urban areas, a warning type Driver Monitor-
ing System (DMS) for professional drivers, and an integrated ADAS (IAS). This was ac-
companied by the identification of major legal, institutional, socio-economic, financial, or-
ganizational and user acceptance ADAS implementation problems. 
 
In the waterborne domain a conceptual standard for Ship Control Centre (SCC) design, 
including layout recommendations for future ship bridges, and a so-called 'tactical display' 
combining anti-grounding and anti-collision information tools has been developed. It com-
prised verifying the standard for SCC design in relation to efficiency and safety, and a risk 
assessment for collision route and fire ignition scenarios. This led to a conceptual standard 
for Integrated Ship Control (ISC) systems drawing on a harmonised Human-Machine Inter-
face (HMI). 
 
A national study has helped better understand the sustainable integration of different trans-
port modes and land-use schemes in trunk road networks with a particular focus on human 
performance in the transport system, technical and safety standards, and regulations. Sev-
eral sub-projects developed e.g. a design manual for roads and bridges, strategic plans for 
accessibility and integration, and guidance in relation to design issues with a view to non-
motorised users. Guidance and research reports on environmental issues, feasibility stud-
ies for trials of park-and-ride facilities, guidance on involving the public in transport deci-
sion-making, and the impacts of school travel issues on trunk roads further rounded up this 
work. 
 
 

4.3 Driver/operator behaviour 

4.3.1 Research objectives 

In this area research objectives include: 
• Developing advanced driver assistance systems; 
• advancing road telematics in the South Western Europe; 
• promoting the application of new cockpit overhead panels; 
• demonstrating the implementation of river information services; 
• deploying innovative portable pilot assistance systems; 
• increasing road awareness for driving via a strategy that evaluates numerous systems; 
• improving pilot situational awareness through the use of intelligent systems; 
• research into visual interaction and human effectiveness in the cockpit; and 
• bringing up virtual reality systems for perceived ergonomic quality testing of driving task 

and design. 
 

4.3.2 Main findings 

Slow market introduction of preventive and active safety features for cars, such as Ad-
vanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), has been addressed in a horizontal study aim-
ing to overcome financial risk, liability risks and risks related with brand image. 
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In order to speed market uptake of ADAS technology, a human factors centred Code of 
Practice (CoP) has been proposed that would provide guidance during the design and vali-
dation process, promote the safety benefits of new systems and eventually would contrib-
ute to reducing accident rates across Europe. A follow-on research activity will deal with 
realisation of this CoP. 
 
The technical viability of River Information Services (RIS) has been successfully demon-
strated in various locations across Europe. The benefits of a RIS system, such as im-
proved and more efficient voyage planning, reduced fuel consumption, reduced waiting 
time at locks and terminals, overall safety gains due to more accurate information, and re-
duced work load for vessel crew are by now widely appreciated. 
The further development of Vessel Traffic Management (VTM) systems is seen as a con-
tribution to more competitive and safer inland navigation with the potential to improve com-
patibility with maritime services and other land-based transport. 
 
A European study on the use of drugs in car driving has confirmed that the proportion of 
drugged drivers has increased and that mixed consumption of alcohol and drugs has be-
come more frequent. Hence, the strict prosecution of drug use especially in case of alcohol 
for drivers with high blood alcohol concentration, drivers with combinations of drugs and 
alcohol, and more than one drug has been proposed. Evidence has been given that the 
degree of impairment not only differs depending on the medical condition but also varies 
individually, hinting at individual compensation abilities being crucial factors in the context 
of assessing the fitness to drive. Frequent random breath testing and alcolocks have been 
identified as promising intervention methods to that respect. 
 
To understand the implications of shared Situational Awareness (sSA) in aircraft operation 
a study has investigated critical Crew Resource Management (CRM) skills. It was found 
that one of the promising new features, Eye Point of Gaze (EPOG) data collection, will re-
quire further improvements as part of equipment specifications and ergonomic guidelines. 
Scenarios of a typical airline service from Amsterdam to London (on a Fokker 100 jet air-
craft) have been developed for use in flight simulators which led to running a full-scale 
simulator experiment providing insight into shared Situational Awareness and serving as a 
'proof of concept' demonstration of sSA measurement in realistic operational settings. 
 
The inclusion of virtual reality (VR) techniques in car driving simulators has been demon-
strated in a three-step approach: 
• The first system consisting of a projection system with actuated primary controls; 
• the second system consisting of a more immersive simulation with a head mounted dis-

play presenting the person with a visual representation of his/her movements in the vir-
tual environment by means of motion tracking, capturing and graphical reproduction; 
and 

• the most advanced system aiming to substitute the physical models of the primary con-
trols by generic force effectors able to give the person the sense of reaching and oper-
ating real controls. 

 
A Finish study has investigated the implications of the use of hands-free mobile phones 
during car journeys following the recent tightening of related national legislation. It con-
firmed that the overall use of mobile phones while driving has decreased, however, the use 
of mobiles without a hands-free device has doubled. More importantly, the legislative 
changes have not helped reduce dangerous traffic situations attributed to the use of mobile 
phones. Neither have there been any changes in the nature of dangerous situations with 
the most common mistake remaining the failure to monitor traffic. 
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While the majority of car users think phone use should only be allowed in the presence of 
hands-free devices which are viewed as promoting safety, the percentage of drivers who 
believe mobile phone use should generally, i.e. without hands-free equipment, be allowed 
has gone up as well. 
 
 

4.4 Information management 

4.4.1 Research objectives 

In this area research objectives include: 
• Advancing the network architecture for in-flight cabin systems; 
• developing a communication multimedia onboard unit for cars; 
• enhancing field projects for large scale introduction and validation of Radio Data Sys-

tem/Traffic Message Channel (RDS-TMC) services; 
• developing a network architecture and technologies for airborne communication of 

internet high bandwidth application; and 
• deploying seamless travel environment for efficient transport in the Western isles of 

Europe. 
 

4.4.2 Main findings 

Surveys among potential users of public transport have revealed that a capable customer 
information system would need to provide comprehensive, up-to-date and reliable informa-
tion on public transport services and the current traffic situation during all phases of a trip. 
The implementation of such a system would need to address organisational and economic 
feasibility. This could be met by following a step-wise approach, starting off with basic trip 
related information, later optionally extending the system into a whole communication net-
work. 
 
In Finland a nation-wide public transport portal has been established offering door-to-door 
route and timetable services for all public transport modes. It comprises a common up-to-
date route and timetable database, a common interface for transfer of timetable data, links 
to the services of public transport operators, general public transport information, and hy-
perlinks to operators' booking systems. 
 
A British study has investigated the potential of real time bus information systems to con-
tribute to savings on journey times, improved regularity and reliability of service. Appraisals 
have been presented in a series of summary tables for bus passengers, operators, and lo-
cal transport authorities in order to evaluate whether there is a business case for deploying 
more real time information systems. 
 
Research has helped to define and set up information services based on standardised in-
dustry-specific message structure following the Electronic Data Interchange for Administra-
tion, Commerce, and Transport (EDIFACT) structure, in order to facilitate direct electronic 
data interchange. In a follow-on project the "Cesar Information Services" have been estab-
lished in a new-founded company which offers open access to operators and service pro-
viders alike. 
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Mobility packages for urban conurbations comprising all-year tickets for public transport 
and, on the other hand, optional access to an individual car – e.g. through a car sharing 
scheme – are understood to have considerable market potential. In Switzerland, up to 10% 
of car holders would be prepared to test such a package. Once the true market potential 
has been exploited an estimated 15-50 million litres of petrol could be saved annually. 
 
According to a Swiss study on the impact of rising energy prices, communication and mar-
keting activities are key to changing car demand, car use and encouraging energy savings. 
The influence of changing fuel prices itself was found to be of minor importance for influ-
encing the behaviour of car users. 
 
A study on the social impacts of the fast spread of navigation systems for everyday use 
has attempted to answer the question whether navigation and GPS technology can help 
improve or even alter the life of employees and consumers. It found that advanced naviga-
tion technology needs to more concretely focus on genuine user needs rather than provid-
ing high-tech features as an end in itself. 
 
 

4.5 Operational procedures 

4.5.1 Research objectives 

In this area research objectives include: 
• Simulating the management of aircraft cabins; 
• analysing cost structures of the main TEN ports; 
• improving air quality in aircraft cabins using innovative designs and technologies; 
• introducing innovative and efficient air quality management system for vehicles; 
• elaborating on the use of unbound aggregates for road construction; 
• developing friendly and healthy aircraft cabin environments; 
• investigating the potential of high-speed freight services on the European high-speed 

railway network; 
• developing an intelligent onboard unit for multimodal flexible transport services; 
• elaborating the practical implementation of Joint Aviation Requirements; 
• advancing light rail systems; 
• developing multimedia optical-plastic technologies for in-flight entertainment systems; 
• evaluating the economics of pavement maintenance; 
• implementing road telematics in Southern European; 
• developing a virtual real-time fire emergency simulator; and 
• developing in-situ systems for weighing in motion of axles and vehicles. 
 

4.5.2 Main findings 

A novel horizontal transhipment system (RTS-500 Furmia) for freight handling by terminal 
personnel proved to be too costly and complex for immediate deployment. However, with 
better adaptation to and integration with existing terminal infrastructure the system is an-
ticipated to become viable. 
 
A UK case study found that quality is an important dimension of bus service, with the de-
velopment of successful quality initiatives requiring some form of co-operation between 
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commercial operators and local authorities. As to the character of service contracts 'soft' 
forms of agreement, being more flexible and adaptable to changes in market and local po-
litical circumstances, are favoured over 'hard' forms of agreement. 
 
A regional pilot scheme for rural health transport in Gloucestershire (UK) achieved a cou-
ple of good results in terms of co-ordination, such as: 
• A more flexible service better addressing current and future social transport needs; 
• improvements in the efficiency of journeys provided by volunteer drivers, and a reduc-

tion in the costs per journey provided by these; 
• reductions in the time surgeries spend arranging transport; 
• improvements in the quality of booking systems; 
• improvements in provider and passenger liaison; 
• improvements in journey time and convenience; 
• reductions in the time out-patients spend waiting for transport following an appointment; 
• streamlined reimbursement of the hospital travel costs scheme; 
• improvements in the recruitment and support available to volunteer drivers; 
• increased capacity to provide for after-hours services, transport of samples, hospital 

transfers, etc; and 
• improved co-ordination through base to driver communications. 
 
A cross-sectional demand model helped evaluate 'clean sheet' strategies for national and 
regional inter-urban public transport networks. Major success factors proved to be regular 
modelling demand for travel by public transport between any pair of places or along any 
corridor, and a clear demonstration as to the usefulness of discussed policy options being 
taken up by government and the public transport industry. Research findings comprised 
identification and assessment of 'ideal' inter-urban public transport networks, enhanced 
understanding of the determinants of the catchments of stations, development and calibra-
tion of a fresh cross-sectional rail demand model, and specification and evaluation of a na-
tional, regular-interval, coordinated timetable. 
 
 

4.6 User comfort, quality and choice of use 

4.6.1 Research objectives 

In this area research objectives include: 
• Promotion of the freedom of mobility – or accessibility – for any citizen, whatever their 

physical ability, income or social status; 
• the users’ freedom to choose any type of transport service independent of where they 

live and work; and 
• improvement of quality aspects such as safety and security, reliability, flexibility, com-

fort, accessibility, affordability and convenience. 
 

4.6.2 Main findings 

An investigation into the requirements for public transport in medium size cities and re-
gions has revealed a variety of different boundary conditions and regulatory circum-
stances. Case studies in 15 cities and regions have found aspects such as the public 
transport system’s tariff structure, speed, reliability and frequency to be of highest impor-
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tance. They also include advice for transport managers, operators and policy makers on 
how to achieve the desired quality of service and adequately set up the regulatory frame-
work. 
 
A bundle of innovative urban transport developments, such as cybernetic transport sys-
tems (CTS), personal rapid transit (PRT) and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), 
are offering solutions for efficient, environmentally-friendly and highly automated sustain-
able transport services. 
Feasibility studies and real-life trials of new vehicle concepts undertaken in four cluster 
projects have shown to be flexible in their application and adaptation to urban environ-
ments, provide superior levels of service over conventional transport systems and are 
generally well perceived by the public. They also underpin social inclusion of marginal 
groups, boost safety and security, and are regarded as quiet and convenient. In addition, 
simulation studies have confirmed a wide acceptance of car sharing schemes, such as 
Praxitéle in France, with their potential to support a modal shift away from individual car 
use. 
 
Attempts to support the driver in handling the primary controls of a car – steering, brakes, 
engine and transmission – by introducing electronic controls as part of an integrated sys-
tem aimed at improving the performance of all drivers, particularly those whose driving 
skills are impaired by age or disability, have led to a global design methodology for vehicle 
chassis control. This generic methodology suitable for different vehicle platforms and exist-
ing chassis control systems does not require hardware adaptations to the technology al-
ready in the supply chain. 
 
Living without owning an own car was found to be a viable alternative in major Swiss cities 
as long as the public transport infrastructure is good and car sharing schemes are estab-
lished. As many as 40% of households in urban environments are car-free, of which most 
are not missing the individual car, though environmental aspects play a minor role in this 
decision. In fact, a car-free lifestyle is seen as beneficial and becomes increasingly ac-
cepted – as long as convenient and attractive car sharing offers are available. Still, aware-
ness of car-free living, its advantages and societal benefits need to be promoted by local 
and federal authorities through indirect and direct measures, e.g. enhanced local services 
and further developed public transport services. 
 
A UK study on car clubs and car sharing found that car clubs can achieve cost savings for 
people who would otherwise run a new car and have low annual mileage, and can provide 
a saving for short trips made by people who do high annual mileage. However, their use 
must be embedded in a wider decision to adopt multi-modal lifestyle, using car club cars 
for some journeys, and doing others by public transport, taxis, hire cars, bicycles or walk-
ing. Indeed making use of car clubs can reduce social exclusion by offering access to a 
car to people who do not currently own one, have strongest prospects in densely built-up 
areas with good public transport and a shortage of parking, and can help counter the intro-
duction of workplace parking levies. On the other hand car clubs may suffer from a ‘green’ 
image problem and some transport planners see them as a threat to conventional public 
transport, walking and cycling. 
 
A Swiss study found leisure-time traffic to be dominated by private car use – even by oth-
erwise loyal public transport users – as long individual trips outside cities are concerned. In 
contrast, mass events in urban areas are often conveniently connected to public transport 
means and people are well prepared to use them in the face of e.g. parking space con-
straints, noise problems and traffic management measures. 
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Measures to help encourage walking, cycling and the use of the bus instead of the car for 
short trips (less than 8 km) have been the focus of a UK project that determined – through 
detailed interview surveys of a substantial sample of travellers – the number of short trips 
made by car, the circumstances affecting their choice of mode, and how many trips might 
have been made by other modes, e.g. walking, cycling or public transport. Alternatives to 
car use were identified for nearly 80% of short car trips, with business and work trips the 
least likely to transfer, and taking children to school the most likely. Of all the short trips by 
car, about 31% could transfer to walk, 31% could go by bus and 7% could be cycled. The 
single policy intervention that would do most to attract people out of their cars was found to 
be improving bus services that could attract up to 21% of car drivers, particularly increas-
ing route coverage and frequency. 
 
Various factors such as landscape design, vegetation, the built environment, traffic signs, 
lighting and various other installations and devices were found to be helpful for improving 
the conditions for walking and cycling on village roads. Along with speed limits, measures 
to slow traffic include road layout and horizontal deflections, a village garden and the use 
of speed humps and rumble strips in the roadway. Walking and cycling can be promoted 
by providing a separate pedestrian and bicycle path or separate pedestrian and cycling ar-
eas, by building sidewalks, and by modifying road shoulders. 
 
The provision of attractive cycle parking arrangements was found to be important for con-
vincing potential users to choose the bicycle rather than other modes of transport which 
would typically be the individual car. A poor supply or missing of cycle parking arrange-
ments was found to be of minor influence for already active cyclists, though. 
 
An assessment of the effects and cost-effectiveness of a public transport journey planner 
has proven that users value the speed of the service very much and generally like the 
map-based user interface. An updated version of journey planner was to allow for better 
personalisation features and an improved map interface. 
 
Expanding on the work programme of an EU project on the cabin air quality of modern air-
craft, a UK study has monitored a BAe146 regional jet and a Boeing 737 narrowbody jet 
during real flight trials. Air quality parameters monitored involved cabin pressure, air and 
globe temperature, relative humidity, air speed and various gaseous components such as 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and nitrogen dioxide which were all found to be within 
legal limits. In addition, semi volatile organic compounds contained in engine and hydraulic 
oil were tested for and were found to be only marginally present in the cabin environment. 
 
A R&D project aimed at optimising the design of a new aircraft set featuring 3-point shoul-
der harness, backrest, an energy absorbing device, spreaders, seat pan, front beam, rear 
and front legs and fittings from the original DYNASAFE prototype. The primary focus was 
to reduce structural weight, production costs, assembly time and maintenance costs while 
also integrating styling and comfort aspects, and making the seat suitable for up to 95% of 
all passengers. 
 
A research study on air travel and venous thrombolism confirmed the information in previ-
ous medical literature on travellers' thrombosis and the causal mechanisms. Seated im-
mobility is a key risk factor independent of the form of travel, with long range flights posing 
a particular problem. Epidemiological studies further confirmed that travellers' risk of suf-
fering thrombosis sharply increases if other issues with the health condition of a person are 
present. This finding was also supported by the patho-physiological studies. 
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Annex I: Contributing projects 
 

Preface  This Annex lists all the projects (European and national) which belong to the User 
Aspects theme, in alphabetical order of project acronym (for projects with acronyms), fol-
lowed by projects without acronyms in alphabetical order of the project's name in English. 
Where results have been made available to the EXTR@Web project, a summary of key 
findings and policy implications relevant to this theme are given. 
 

 
In 'Origin' column, use country designators as follows:  

Austria – AT; Belgium – BE; Bulgaria – BG; Cyprus – CY; Czech Republic – CZ; Denmark – DK; Estonia – EE; 
European – EU; Finland – FI; France – FR; Germany – DE; Greece – GR; Hungary – HU; Iceland – IS; 
International – INT; Ireland – IE; Italy – IT; Latvia – LV; Lithuania – LT; Luxembourg – LU; Malta – MT; 
Netherlands – NL; Norway – NO; Poland – PL; Portugal – PT; Romania – RO; Slovakia – SK; Slovenia – SI; 
Spain – ES; Sweden – SE; Switzerland – CH; United Kingdom – UK; Other countries – Oth 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
212034: Extend-
ing CabinAir 

Extending CabinAir measurements to 
include older aircraft types utilised in 
high volume short haul operation 

UK User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

The results of monitoring the following air quality parameters within the cabin were as follows: 
• Cabin pressure – the average cabin altitude in cruise never exceeded the regulatory ceiling of 8000 ft. 

For periods during climb and descent, the rates of altitude increase and decrease did exceed the rec-
ommended values; 

• air and globe temperature – mean values usually below 26°C; 
• relative humidity – during cruise, mean RH within the BAe146 was 12.7%, and 20.0% for the B737; 
• air speed – at head height were typically below 0.2 m.s-1; 
• carbon monoxide – all values were of a similar level or less than those found in studies of air quality in 

homes in England. Mean levels somewhat higher on the ground than during cruise; 
• carbon dioxide – mean levels were typically between 700 and 2000 ppm during cruise, and did not ex-

ceed regulatory requirements; 
• nitrogen dioxide – all levels were below the WHO recommendations, as well as below those values 

found within a sample of kitchens in gas cooking homes in England. Levels of nitrogen dioxide were 
higher whilst on the ground than during cruise; 

• volatile organic compounds – all measured values are well within the available guidance on air quality 
for internal environments. Typically, the highest concentrations were found for aircraft on the ground; 

• carbonyls (e.g. formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone, and acrolein) – low levels of all compounds, and 
well below World Health Organisation (WHO) limits, and HSE guidelines; 

• semi volatile organic compounds – For the BAe 146, analysis focused on testing for Exxon 2380 (used 
for engine and APU oil) and Skydrol (used for hydraulic oil). For the Boeing 737 flights, analysis fo-
cused on Aeroshell Turbine oil 560 (used for engine oil) and Skydrol. Very low (if any) indication of 
these oils present in the cabin environment of those monitored flights; 

• bacteria and fungi – higher levels whilst the aircraft is on the ground than during cruise; 
• surface dust, dust mite allergens and cat allergens – very low levels found on board; and 
• ultrafine particles – elevated levels were always found during the ground phases – levels in cruise are 

several orders of magnitude lower. 
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Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
Policy implications

No policy implications directly relevant to this theme. 

Project website

www.rmd.dft.gov.uk/project.asp?intProjectID=11455

A1 Mobility management CH  

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

A2 Car-free households CH User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

Many more people achieve mobility without their own car than has been realised hitherto. Most car-free 
households hardly miss having a car. Good access to services in the vicinity, good public transport ser-
vices, and Car Sharing are the most important foundations for the promotion of car-free households. 
These are the main results from a project within the research programme "Transport and Environment". 
One in four Swiss households do not have a car, and in major cities as many as 40% of households are 
car-free. More than 80 per cent are content with their existence without a car. Although in most cases en-
vironmental issues are of no major importance, many of these households made their choice voluntarily. 
Only about one fifth are car-free against their will, e.g. for financial or health reasons. As soon as a house-
hold purchases a car, naturally it will use it. A transport policy seeking a reduction of environmental pollu-
tion, and therefore the volume of individual traffic, should aim for the promotion of car-free households. 

Policy implications

Optimised Development of Public Transport Services and Local Services are the Backbone of Car-free 
Mobility. The most promising appears to be the promotion of Car Sharing. This action is highly efficient 
through concentrated competence, spreading coverage, improvements to the image of a car-free lifestyle, 
and high acceptability. It guarantees car-free households the ability to remain car-free and it will be a ma-
jor incentive for car owners to give up their car. The establishment of associations would be an interesting 
action, but fraught with numerous uncertainties. In Germany, the implementation of car-free residential ar-
eas has shown some success under conditions that would also favour such an approach in Switzerland. 
Most indirect actions contribute to improved awareness about the existence of car-free households. 
Awareness about the existence of car-free households needs to be improved significantly. Since compe-
tence for certain action areas is concentrated in large organisations or federal government authorities, 
they are suitable as stepping stones for a multitude of further individual actions, each of which on their 
own, would have very little impact and could only prove successful if supported by widespread awareness.

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

ADAMS 2 Human centred operations in aircraft 
dispatch and maintenance 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project website

www.nlr.nl/public/hosted-sites/adams2/index.htm
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Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
ADASE II Advanced driver assistance systems 

in Europe 
EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Project website (or contact)

None 

ADVISORS Action for advanced driver assistance 
and vehicle control systems imple-
mentation, standardisation, optimum 
use of the road network and safety 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Key findings

The project's main achievements have been: 
• Assessments of road safety, driver comfort, network efficiency and environmental impacts; 
• development of a risk analysis method based on failure mode analyses and applied to behavioural, le-

gal and organisational risks of a set of ADAS subsystems; 
• identification of a set of multidimensional future priority scenarios for ADAS developments, such as 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) on the motorway, intervening Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA) in ur-
ban areas, a warning type Driver Monitoring System (DMS) for professional drivers, and an integrated 
ADAS (IAS); 

• the identification of major legal, institutional, socio-economic, financial, organizational and user accep-
tance ADAS implementation problems; and 

• dissemination of the results through various channels and production of user-friendly terminology. 

Policy implications

The common assessment methodology targeted at ADAS technology development is, due to its compre-
hensiveness, considered transferable to other fields of innovative technologies. One of its key elements is 
the review and listing of pilot testing methods and the overview of measurement methods which proved 
particularly useful for researchers who need to assess operator behaviour. 
As far as the effects of ADAS deployment are concerned, more research is needed to understand behav-
ioural patterns that are triggered by the effects of certain ADAS technology. Overall, an integrated ADAS is 
still a thing of the future and highlights the need for further research and development with a particular fo-
cus on safety implications of the more complex systems. 

Project website

www.advisors.iao.fraunhofer.de

AHNak Active User Interface for Personal 
Navigation 

FI  

Project contact

www.uta.fi/hyper/projektit/ahnak/

AJOKYKY Current state and problems of older 
driver's driving fitness evaluations 

FI  

Project contact

esko.keskinen@utu.fi
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Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
ANAIS Advanced network architecture for in-

flight cabin systems 
EU Information management 

Project contact

alain.tabard@thales-avionics.com

ARTS Advanced road telematics in the 
South West 

EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Project website

www.arts-mip.com

ASICA Air management simulation for aircraft 
cabins 

EU Operational procedures 

Project contact

pascal.hermel@lts.liebherr.com

ATENCO Analysis of the cost structures of the 
main TEN ports 

EU Operational procedures 

Project contact

jga@technum.be

ATOMOS II Advanced technology to optimise 
maritime operational safety, integra-
tion and interface 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Key findings

ATOMOS II produced: 
• A conceptual standard for Ship Control Centre (SCC) design, including layout recommendations for fu-

ture ship bridges, and a so-called 'tactical display' combining anti-grounding and anti-collision informa-
tion tools; 

• a verification of the conceptual standard for SCC design in relation to efficiency and safety, and a risk 
assessment for collision route and fire ignition scenarios; 

• a conceptual standard for Integrated Ship Control (ISC) systems; 
• a harmonised Human-Machine Interface (HMI). 

Policy implications

ATOMOS II has made a significant contribution to the development of standards for SCC design and ISC 
system architecture. This has formed an input to the current IEC (International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion) working group on the standardization of ship bridges. 

Project website

www.atomos.org

AVENUE An ATM validation environment for 
use towards EATMS 

EU  

Project website

www.eurocontrol.be/ardep-arda/servlets/SVLT014?Proj=CEC084
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B1 The behaviour of shipping companies CH  

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

BRIME Bridge management in Europe EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project website

www.trl.co.uk/brime/

CABINAIR Improving air quality in aircraft cabins 
using 'measurements in the sky' and 
innovative designs and technologies 

EU Operational procedures 

Project contact

pererae@bre.co.uk

CENTRICO Central European region transport 
telematics implementation project 

EU  

Project website

www.centrico.org

CESAR Co-operative European system for 
advanced information redistribution 

EU Information management 

Key findings

Different data exchanged between CT operators and their clients have been organised using a standard-
ised industry-specific message structure following the EDIFACT structure, in order to facilitate direct elec-
tronic data interchange. 

Policy implications

none 

Project website

www.cesar-online.com

CESAR II Co-operative European system for 
advanced information redistribution II 

EU Information management 

Key findings

The founding of the company "Cesar Information Services" was a result of the very successful project to 
create a stable organization for these services as a strategic function for each connected operator. Other 
interested operators will be involved and so step by step European standards for client-operators and op-
erator-operators interfaces will be developed. Other operators can prepare their connection already while 
the CESAR system is running and to enlarge the application in favour of a European-wide solution. 

Policy implications
none 
Project website

www.cesar-online.com
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CF Cycling in Finland FI  

Project website

www.cyclinginfinland.com

CLEANRCAB Innovative and efficient air quality 
management system for a healthy, 
comfortable and safe in-vehicle envi-
ronment 

EU Operational procedures 

Project contact

frederic.ladrech@valeo.com

COCOPAN Advanced digital network for new 
cockpit overhead panel 

EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Project website (or contact)

None 

COMPASS A rational approach for reduction of 
motion sickness & improvement of 
passenger comfort & safety in sea 
transportation 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project website

www.compass.cetena.it

COMUNICAR Communication multimedia unit inside 
car 

EU Information management 

Project website

www.comunicar-eu.org

CONNECT Co-ordination and stimulation of inno-
vative ITS activities in Central and 
Eastern European Countries 

EU  

Project contact

moser@via-donau.org

CONPASS Better connections in European 
cross-border passenger transport 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project website

www.conpass.org

CORVETTE MIP Co-ordination and validation of the 
deployment of advanced transport 
telematics in the Alpine area 

EU  

Project website

www.eu-corvette.com
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COURAGE Construction with unbound road ag-

gregates in Europe 
EU Operational procedures 

Project website

www.civeng.nottingham.ac.uk/courage/

D5 Strategies in Leisure Traffic CH User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

• Predetermining factors such as "spatial structures" and "access to the automobile" determine recrea-
tional traffic; 

• large scale events are already well developed by eco-friendly transport. If public transport offers rapid, 
direct and comfortable transport and connections, opportunities for a better modal split are good; 

• ski or snowboard day-tourists prefer the own car, even if they are loyal public transport users (more 
than 80 percent); and 

• 67% of people on an overnight break, travel by private motor vehicle, 20% use public transport. 

Policy implications

• Parking-space management in built-up areas and the promotion of energy-efficient vehicles, are both 
environmentally effective and politically high accepted. 

• Elements as the promotion of environmentally compatible means of transport for major events, noise 
protection measures along major transit routes and parking-space management in holiday resorts are 
also well accepted, but less effective. 

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

D12 Swiss transport policy: acceptability in 
votes 

CH  

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

DISC II Demonstration of Integrated Ship 
Control (ISC) by way of Inter-
European Implementation 

EU  

Project contact

esp@danmar.dk

Distrivaart Distrivaart NL  

Project website

www.connekt.nl

DYNAMAP Dynamic use of maps in mobile envi-
ronment 

FI  

Project website

cs.joensuu.fi/pages/franti/dynamap/
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E1 Integrated Client Information in Public 

Transport 
CH Information management 

Key findings

From the point of view of (potential) public transport customers, the best possible customer information 
system would provide comprehensive, up-to-date and reliable information on public transport services and 
the current traffic situation prior to and during the trip. 

Policy implications

• Attention must primarily focus on the organisational and economic feasibility of customer information 
systems. 

• A step-by-step procedure is indicated (timetable information system, door-to-door connections, points 
of interest, communication network providing data on intermodal routes, extension of the communica-
tion network). 

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

E-KNOWLEDGE Eco-information society: the criteria 
and operational possibilities 

FI  

Project website

www.tukkk.fi/tutu/etieto/english.htm

ENSILUMI First snow – What do the drivers learn 
while adapting themselves to difficult 
conditions? 

FI  

Project contact

valmixa@kolumbus.fi

ESSAI Enhanced safety through situation 
awareness integration in training 

EU Education/qualification & training/ 
retaining skills 

Key findings

ESSAI has investigated the topics of situation awareness (SA) and threat management (TM) in great 
depth which led to a set of particular findings: 
• A literature review provided detailed orientation on situation awareness and threat management 

• adopting the view that SA is an activity or skill rather than the 'mental state' of humans involved, 
• showing the close relation of SA to decision-making and group processes, 
• leading to the definition of threat management (TA) avoiding the negatively perceived term crisis 

management, 
• evaluating TA in other domains, namely medicine, fire-fighting, nuclear power industry, offshore oil 

industry, military aviation, and naval operations, 
• investigating the state-of-the-art in aviation training schemes as initiated by airlines and aviation au-

thorities; 
• factors affecting SA and TM were identified, focusing on Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT), approach 

and landing, and loss of control by: 
• screening accident and incident data interpreted by aviation experts, through interviews with flight 

crew and the evaluation of flight data recordings, 
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• SA and TM strategies for the flight deck, based on a novel Factors Affecting Situation Awareness 
(FASA) scale which comprises attention and information management, cognitive efficiency, auto-
mated procedures, and inter-human dynamics; 

• training needs were analysed resulting in the proposed activity-based approach to aviation training 
leading to a framework made of explanation, example, exercise and evaluation bits of information; 

• a training scheme was designed and developed, comprising: 
• primarily recurrent and transition airline training but being sufficiently generic to be used in other 

training regimes, 
• operational application and centering on crew competence in SA and TM, 
• a modular and flexible setup allowing for variations in airline size and resources, 
• the complementarity to existing crew resource management training programmes and progress be-

yond imparting knowledge so as to improve skills, 
• an interactive DVD featuring the concepts of SA, TM and situation control, providing explanations 

through the use of video footage from A320 simulator runs, 
• a tactical decision game intended to practice and illustrate the concepts introduced in the DVD, 
• two concluding two simulator sessions employing an A330 flight simulator; 

• the experimental validation of the training scheme through comparing two groups of cockpit crew, one 
having exercised the ESSAI training while the other having sticked to conventional training without par-
ticular emphasis on SA and TM, proved to substantially enhance situation awareness with less signifi-
cant effects regarding threat management. 

Policy implications

The ESSAI experiment was designed to find out whether the exposure to the advanced training tools can 
significantly minimise pilots' loss of situation awareness and improve their effectiveness of threat man-
agement strategies. 
The project's results provided sufficient empirical evidence as to the effectiveness of the ESSAI training 
method for enhancing the quantity and quality of pilots' knowledge, skills and attitudes related to situation 
awareness. 
The three airlines participating in ESSAI – AeroLloyd, British Airways and Alitalia – had planned to evalu-
ate options to integrate the new training scheme, at least partially, with existing programmes for recurring 
and ab-initio training after the end of the project. 

Project website

www2.nlr.nl/hosting/www.essai.net/

ESTELI Accessible bus line in the city of 
Espoon 

FI  

Project contact

seppo.karppinen@esisuunnittelijat.fi

EUCLIDE Enhanced human machine interface 
for on vehicle integrated driving sup-
port systems 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project website

www.euclide-eu.org
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EUDD European driver's desk EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Project contact

wsteinicke@fav.de

F3 Technology Assessment for High-
Speed Systems 

CH  

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

FACE Friendly aircraft cabin environment EU Operational procedures 

Project contact

apaonessa@aeronautica.alenia.it

FACT Fast and comfortable trains EU User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

In WP1 (Questions related to track layout), two reports were published, giving rich synthetic information on 
the consequences of track layout and comparing European standards and national limits. In WP2 (Ques-
tions related to onset of nausea), a method was found and applied that permits a regression analysis of 
the results test runs who investigate nausea. Key elements in the new method are: 
• Net dose evaluation of the parameters having influence on nausea; 
• excel solver like optimising of parameters like time constant, scale factor and regression constant (or a 

binary method finding local extreme). 

Policy implications

The key recommendations relate to the further work required. On the basis of the experience of the tests 
executed by the consortium and the general knowledge in this field, the following aspects need to be stud-
ied further before new line experiments can be held: 
• What is the confidence zone of the average net dose parameters a homogeneous group of males, ex-

posed to a sinusoidal vibration of x Hz, level y m/s2? 
• What is the confidence zone of the average net dose parameters a homogeneous group of females, 

exposed to an identical stimulation? 
• What is the influence of age and homogeneous group? 
• What is the influence of reusing people? 
• What is the best weighting function for roll speed? 
• What is the best weighting function for fore and aft acceleration? 

Project contact

Mr Gunnar Gustafsson (Tel. +31-30-2324807) 
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FL0214 Driver development training UK Education/qualification & training/ 

retaining skills 

Key findings

Specific objectives for this project were to roll Safe and Fuel Efficient Driver (SAFED) training out to the 
industry. This project touches on user aspects theme through areas such as: 
• Human performance in the transport system, specifically operator (driver) capabilities; 
• working conditions, specifically as pertains to human machine interface; 
• safety, efficiency and driver behaviour; 
• technical and safety standards, specifically training; and 
• finally quality effectiveness in relation to safety and security. 
The achievements of driver development training to date have included: 
• In total, 6,375 drivers underwent SAFED training. 3,121 of the drivers trained worked for companies 

employing less than 50 employees. Over 370 instructors now able to deliver SAFED training. 
• Data generated from training (6000+ sample) shows 36.9% reduction in gear changes, SAFED does 

not add time to journeys, substantial fuel savings recorded in litres and pounds and an average im-
provement in MPG of 10.01% was recorded. 

• Discounted insurance. 

Policy implications

An example of good practice, through the development of an ongoing and industry (Road Haulage Asso-
ciation) led driver training programme promoting financial savings (insurance, fuel, time) through affective 
driving behaviour. Potential benefits of the SAFED standards have been recognised and rolled out to the 
driver training and logistics industry. 

Project contact

claire.shrewsbury@aeat.co.uk

FLEXBUS Development of a high strength com-
posite flooring system for multifunc-
tional vehicles to improve access for 
disabled people 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project website (or contact)

none 

FORCE3 Enhanced field projects for large 
scale introduction and validation of 
RDS/TMC services in Europe 

EU Information management 

Project website

www.tmcforum.com
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GOING-SAFE Addressing technical and human fac-

tors involved in the implementation of 
3-point shoulder harnesses, on all 
seats, in passenger aircraft 

EU User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

GOING-SAFE has: 
• Optimised the design of the new GOING-SAFE seat in terms of structural improvements to reduce 

weight, production costs, assembly time and maintenance costs, as well as integrated all the styling 
and comfort aspects, while making the seat suitable for up to 95% of all passengers; 

• optimised design of 3-point shoulder harness, backrest, Discolock energy absorbing device, spreaders, 
seat pan, front beam, rear and front legs and fittings from the DYNASAFE prototype; and 

• defined the general seat styling and specified the comfort design. 

Policy implications

No policy implications directly relevant to this theme. 

Project website

www.aeroseatingsafe.com

HASTE Human machine interface and traffic 
safety in Europe 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project website

www.its.leeds.ac.uk/projects/haste/

HEACE Health effects in aircraft cabin envi-
ronment 

EU Operational procedures 

Project contact

mellert@aku.physik.uni-oldenburg.de

HELPPI Accessible service lines in the city of 
Helsinki 

FI  

Project contact

ville.lehmuskoski@ramboll.fi

HITRANS Development of principles and strate-
gies for introducing high quality public 
transport in medium size cities and 
urban regions 

EU User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

There have been some spectacular cases of cities increasing public transport patronage and achieving a 
shift from car use to public transport. The gains have been made using both bus and rail-based services, 
in a variety of regulatory circumstances, and have sometimes been achieved without heavy expenditure. 
And sometimes the gains have been won in the most unlikely circumstances. This report investigates what 
the citizens of medium sized cities require from the public transport system. The report is split into two 
parts. Part 1 is a desktop study analysing the findings of previous research into the requirements of both 
users and non-users of public transport. Part 2 presents case studies of medium sized cities and regions 
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that are perceived as being successful in providing high quality public transport. The latter report presents 
case studies of 10 such cities and 5 corridors, interviewing the officials concerned to find out how they 
have done it. The case studies pay careful attention to the local circumstances as well as the public trans-
port service itself. The report identifies the qualities that have made a difference – such as the fare struc-
ture, speed, reliability and frequency. More importantly, it has advice on how to achieve these for those di-
rectly involved in providing the service and for the policy-makers who shape the regulatory environment. 

Policy implications

None 

Project website

www.hitrans.org

HOLLOW-MET Ultra-low-noise car silencer using hol-
low sphere structures 

AT  

Project website

edit.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/a3_handouts.pdf 

IÄKÄSTAITO Maintaining driving ability at older 
age: effects of an educational inter-
vention on later driving and life 

FI  

Project contact

heikki.summala@helsinki.fi

IBIS Integrated payment and information 
systems 

FI  

Project website (or contact)

None 

ICARO (A6) Car pooling CH  

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

IDIOMA Innovative distribution with intermodal 
freight operation in metropolitan areas

EU Operational procedures 

Key findings

For the horizontal transhipment system RTS-500 Furmia as demonstrated in IDIOMA, it has to be stated 
that it is presently not commercially viable and can not be marketed yet. The main reason is that it is at 
present still costly and difficult to work with for the terminal personnel. However when properly adapted 
and integrated in the terminal infrastructure it may very well become operationally feasible in the future. A 
next generation of this kind of equipment is demonstrated in the INHOTRA project. 

Policy implications
None 
Project contact

marcel.huschebeck@ptv.de
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IMCAD Improving the cockpit application de-

velopment process 
EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Key findings

IMCAD started with a study of current and proposed cockpit application development processes, method-
ology and guidelines. This included a survey of applicable information technologies and tools. 
Furthermore, IMCAD improved and extended software tools for the graphical and functional part of the 
application development, and defined their external interfaces. This work resulted in the definition of the 
graphical exchange format IMCAD Graphical Format (IGF) and in a set of adapted tools, fully tailored to 
the IMCAD methodology. 
To further improve the cockpit application development process, support for human factors and perform-
ance assessment should be given in the early stage of the design process. Generally, performance bottle-
necks lead to mismatches between actual system performance and maximum system performance. Poor 
graphical performance can be caused by an inefficient graphical specification. Also, it is important to have 
the human factors of a cockpit application right. Costly corrections of the HMI during later stages of devel-
opment or even when the cockpit application is in service should be avoided. These considerations re-
sulted in the following two IMCAD design-time assistant tools: 
• Cockpit application development assistant tool for target system dependent performance assessment; 
• cockpit application development assistant tool for target system independent human factors and per-

formance assessment. 

Policy implications

The IMCAD project showed that the IGF interchange format does improve the graphical part of the cockpit 
application development. A significant time gain is due to IGF automatic code generation by the HMI proto-
typing tools O3P and Vincent, which enables efficient use of prototyping results in the specification and 
design phase of the cockpit application development process. Furthermore, the UML formalism enables 
the designer to validate all the functional behaviour of the HMI. 

Project contact

dereus@nlr.nl

IMMORTAL Impaired motorists, methods of road-
side testing and assessment for li-
censing 

EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Key findings

IMMORTAL has: 
• Found indications - supported by case control studies allowing for more accurate risk assessment - that 

the proportion of drugged drivers has increased and that mixed consumption has become more fre-
quent; 

• found prosecution of drug use to be urgently needed, especially in case of alcohol for drivers with high 
blood alcohol concentration, drivers with combinations of drugs and alcohol, and more than one drug; 

• shown that the degree of impairment not only differs depending on the medical condition, but may also 
clearly vary individually, hinting at individual compensation abilities being crucial factors in the context 
of assessing the fitness to drive; 

• proven that both medical and psychological variables are relevant for assessment; 
• identified frequent random breath testing and alcolocks as promising intervention methods; and 
• confirmed that for most medicinal drugs, such as antidepressants, benzodiazepines, codeine, barbitu-

rates and even morphine, therapeutic levels may be provisionally adequate as legal limits. 
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Policy implications

IMMORTAL provided an extensive set of policy recommendations on licensing, legislation and counter-
measures: 
• Proper information and awareness regarding the increased risk of drivers with medical conditions listed 

in Annex III of CD 91/439 CEE should be made widely available; 
• the increased risk shown by drivers with certain medical conditions should serve for a further and more 

strict licensing policy within the EU, aiming at a balance between road safety and mobility; 
• some groups of diseases require specific attention, namely neurological disorders, psychiatric disor-

ders, drug and alcohol related disorders, and diabetes mellitus; 
• among specific disorders sleep apnoea stands out as a candidate for specific attention; 
• efforts should be made to harmonise the process of licensing in Europe by proposing a 'best practice 

model' for licensing; 
• both cognitive and physical tests are necessary for an adequate assessment of fitness to drive; 
• reaching of a consensus on mental and physical prerequisites for safe driving; 
• not all impairments should lead automatically to licence withdrawal; 
• in case of suspicion of impairment, the administration should have the possibility to order medical and 

psychological assessment before licensing; 
• safe mobility is a key factor for cost benefit calculation, so in the case of licence withdrawal, driver re-

habilitation or driver improvement measures should aim to re-establish driver fitness and safety aware-
ness; 

• although road safety policy in general should focus on making any driving under the influence as being 
unacceptable, a special target should address high alcohol concentrations (above 1.3 g/l), alcohol/drug 
combinations and drug/drug combinations; 

• for most medicinal drugs therapeutical levels may be adequate as legal limits; 
• to raise the awareness of drivers of the different impairment possibilities and causes of road accidents, 

a campaign in all member states has to be launched; 
• for persons who are daily in need of various medicines, more focus should be given to the possibility of 

providing these persons with appropriate information regarding the effect of the medicinal drug on the 
ability to drive safely; 

• information on medicines that impair driving should stress that drivers may feel capable of driving, but 
in fact may be more dangerous and less aware than non-medicated drivers; 

• patients suffering from diabetes mellitus need psychological assistance and training to cope in a posi-
tive way with the changes entailed by a life with diabetes mellitus; 

• rehabilitation programmes give vital individual support to reach a long lasting effect on lowering recidi-
vism; 

• strict rules and more enforcement of driver fatigue is necessary, new in-car devices and telematic-tools 
could provide support; 

• it is recommended not to drive under the influence of ecstasy (MDMA); 
• the combined use of ecstasy (MDMA) and alcohol should always be avoided when driving a motor ve-

hicle; 
• combine drug detection of drivers by the police with confirmation analysis of body fluids from the sus-

pected drivers; and 
• new Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and intelligent road infrastructure may, in the near 

future, facilitate safe driving for impaired drivers. 
Furthermore, IMMORTAL recommended to devote additional research efforts to gaining knowledge of the 
fitness to drive and of the size of the problem, and to investigate methods to identify impairment. 
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Project website

www.immortal.or.at

INCATS Inland navigation Concerted Action 
technical secretariat 

EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Project contact

Tel: +49 40 69203 428 

INDRIS Inland navigation demonstrator of 
river information services 

EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Key findings

• The technical realisation of RIS and many of its elements has been demonstrated successfully on sev-
eral locations in Europe; 

• improved and rationalised voyage planning, allowing Just-in-time transport to be a reality; 
• reduction in fuel consumption, as the skipper will have exact information about RTA (Requested Time 

of Arrival) at locks and terminals; 
• waiting times near terminals can be reduced as a result of better information exchange between termi-

nals, barge operators and skippers; 
• improved safety for the ships and at RIS Vessel Traffic Management centres because they receive im-

proved and more reliable information; and 
• the use of EDI leads to automatic reporting procedures resulting in less work for the navigator of an 

inland vessel. 

Policy implications

INDRIS has clearly shown that the development of a VTM concept, with numerous added value services 
to improve aspects of Transport Management, is a valuable concept and represents an important step for-
ward. The enhancement of maritime-based standards facilitates the compatibility, extension and linkage to 
maritime transport, other transport mode and to commercially based systems (linking ports and short sea 
shipping) and thus leading to a common transport policy. 
An important start was undertaken concerning the development of Public Private Partnership (PPP), which 
was characterised by an excellent working co-operation and efforts invested by all parties involved. How-
ever, the further development of PPP requires careful and meticulous attention because the vested inter-
ests and benefits of both sectors are quite different. The public authorities are responsible for safety, envi-
ronment protection and the maintenance of fairways and its proper use while transport companies require 
operating and surviving in a highly competitive market place, so their tendency is to look more at commer-
cial issues and competition rather than at cooperation to achieve efficient and cost effective transport. In 
result, co-operation between industrial partners should be stimulated and co-ordinated by a non-
commercial management. 

Project website

waterland.net/indris/

INVETE Intelligent in-vehicle terminal for mul-
timodal flexible collective transport 
services 

EU Operational procedures 

Project website

www.vtt.fi./aut/kau/projects/invete/
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IPPA Innovative portable pilot assistance EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Project website

www.ippa.qinetiq.com

IVMC Intelligent vehicle motion control UK User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

This project contributes to knowledge in the user aspects main theme, in particular the objective of free-
dom of mobility for any citizen, whatever their physical ability, income and social status. Choice and rights 
are included in the objective as is the quality of transport services. In this project, the authors describe the 
task of driving a vehicle involving the operation of the primary vehicle controls (steering, braking, engine 
and transmission) in combination to achieve safety and comfort. This is considered a challenging task that 
most drivers are not able to do this in an optimum way, particularly under difficult driving conditions. Thus 
the project aimed to look at electronic operation of these controls as part of an integrated system which 
might improve the performance of all drivers, particularly those whose driving skills are impaired by age or 
disability. Therefore this project contributes to the user aspects topic of human performance in the trans-
port systems, in particular operator capabilities and automatic/semi automatic vehicle control. The topic of 
working condition is touched upon, especially in terms of ergonomics, visibility, safety and efficiency, and 
driver behaviour. The project mainly deals with the topic of technical and safety standards, such as opera-
tional features. In addition the project touches on the user aspects issue of quality, (i.e. safety, reliability, 
accessibility). The key outcome in the project came in proving a global design methodology for vehicle 
chassis control. This is a generic methodology that is the same in principle across different vehicle plat-
forms. It also works with existing chassis control systems and does not require hardware adaptations to 
the technology already in the supply chain. 

Policy implications

The studies were one of the first to show the benefits of active front steering integrated with brake based 
stability control for improving stability without incursion onto the driver's demands. This is the approach 
now taken by BMW on their latest 5 series. 

Project contact

info@foresightvehicle.org.uk

JAR TEL Joint Aviation Requirements: Transla-
tion and elaboration of legislation 

EU Operational procedures 

Project website

www.sofreavia.com/jartel/

JOJO Mobile flexible working time in promo-
ting performance of public transport 

FI  

Project contact

marko.forsblom@poyry.fi

KAUKO Future long-distance bus FI  

Project contact

mari.siikonen@ltcon.fi
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KEN Usability and Ethical Evaluation FI  

Project website

www.vtt.fi/tte/projects/ken/

Kontti Context-aware services for mobile 
users 

FI  

Project contact

timo.laakko@vtt.fi

KOTISIIVU Personal safety programs for drivers FI  

Project contact

valmixa@kolumbus.fi

KULUMA Web-service for Cultural and Nature 
tourism 

FI  

Project contact

paula.tuomikoski@minedu.fi

LEVITOI Effects of accessible environments on 
ageing population's capacity and ser-
vice needs 

FI  

Project contact

annamari.ruonakoski@lineakonsultit.fi

LDWA Lane departure warning assistant NL  

Project website

www.ldwa.nl

LIBERTIN Light Rail Thematic Network EU Operational procedures 

Project website

www.libertin.info

MASIS II Human element in man/ machine in-
terface and interaction to improve 
safety and effectiveness transport for 
the European fleet 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project contact

cetena@mbox.ulisse.it
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MATKA.FI Journey.fi – Public transport portal FI Information management 

Key findings

A public transport portal has been established with route and timetable service from door to door; 
• All public transport modes in Finland; 
• countrywide; 
• common up to date route and timetable database; 
• common interface to transfer timetable data; 
• links to the services of the public transport operators; 
• general public transport information; and 
• hyperlink from the portal's timetable query to the sales and reservation systems of the operators. 

Policy implications

None 

Project website

www.journey.fi

MD/DD/08 Development and pilot-testing of a na-
tional households travel survey 

BE  

Project website

www.belspo.be/belspo/fedra/proj.asp?l=en&COD=MD/DD/08

MD/DD/10 Telecommuting/teleworking: a new 
way to look at mobility 

BE  

Project website

www.belspo.be/belspo/fedra/proj.asp?l=en&COD=MD/DD/10

MD/DD/16 Legal remedies to foster sustainable 
mobility in urban and suburban areas 

BE Operational procedures 

Key findings

The research proposes legal measures to foster people's mobility in Brussels. 

Policy implications

None 

Project contact

serge.gutwirth@vub.ac.be

MD/DD/18 Study of households’ activity chains 
through a national survey 

BE  

Project website

www.belspo.be/belspo/fedra/proj.asp?l=en&COD=MD/DD/18
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MESA Magnetostrictive equipment and sys-

tems for more electric aircraft 
EU  

Project contact

c.may@zip.uni-sb.de

MMM Multimeetmobile FI  

Project website

www.cs.jyu.fi/~mmm/

MoRCo Navi market monitoring FI  

Project contact

petri.ellmen@tieliikelaitos.fi

mMonitor Mobile Road Condition Pilot- User 
Study 

FI  

Project contact

pasi.pekkinen@navinova.com

MOTIFES Multimedia optical-plastic technolo-
gies for in-flight entertainment 

EU Operational procedures 

Project contact

plambkin@nmrc.ie

MREMTIES Modelling of the regimes of electro 
networks of the middle tension with 
the integrated energy sources 

BG  

Project website

www.vtu.acad.bg

M-ticketing Mobile Ticketing Noordnet NL  

Project website

www.connekt.nl

NATACHA Network architecture and technolo-
gies for airborne communication of 
internet high bandwidth application 

EU Information management 

Project contact

harald.seidel@kid-systeme.de
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NAVIfuture Future of personal navigation FI Information management 

Key findings

The bursting of the IT bubble has naturally contributed to the fact that experts are now emphasising as-
pects such as utility and need. However, this may lead to an unintended neglect of the potential of users’ 
own abilities to participate in the creation of needs and discovering new modes of use. The “taming” of 
technology is in itself already a complex process, the result of which cannot be reliably foretold. The ques-
tion is not whether positioning technology satisfies some “genuine” user needs. We should instead ask, 
can navigation technology help us to alter the everyday life of our employees and ordinary consumers in 
some desired direction? 
We must remember that designers do not have a monopoly on what use the products are put to. As con-
sumers, users participate in the creation of their own needs and may come up with novel and unforesee-
able uses for services and applications. There are no “correct” or “genuine” needs, only different modes of 
use, which help employees do their jobs better or enrich the everyday life of ordinary consumers. 

Policy implications

None 

Project contact

markku.wilenius@tukkk.fi

NAVImap Map service test bed FI  

Project contact

lassi.lehto@fgi.fi

NAVIndoor Indoor Satellite Navigation FI  

Project contact

fvs@ssf.fi

NAVInext/EVIUS European Virtual Testbed for Loca-
tion-Sensitive Ubiquitous Services 

FI  

Project contact

www.hiit.fi/fuego/evius/index.html

NAVIsearch Location Search Service Pilot FI  

Project website

www.vtt.fi/tte/rd/navisearch/

NAVItarve User Needs Feasibility Study FI  

Project website

www.vtt.fi/rte/transport/navitarve/

NAVItestbed Test environment for location-based 
services 

FI  

Project contact

teppo.kivento@vtt.fi
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NETMOBIL New transport system concepts for 

enhanced and sustainable personal 
urban mobility [CLUSTER PROJECT] 

EU User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

The project has had oversight of projects CyberCars and CyberMove on Cybernetic Transport Systems 
(CTS), EDICT on Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) and STARDUST on Advanced Driver Assistance and Ve-
hicle Guidance Systems (ADAS). NETMOBIL has identified a number of different approaches to the use of 
automatic vehicles for providing sustainable personal urban transportation systems for the future. 
The feasibility studies and trials undertaken in the NETMOBIL cluster projects demonstrate that PRT and 
CTS: 
• Can provide significant benefits and meet a wide range of needs and policy objectives within different 

urban environments; 
• provide a level of service which is superior to that available from conventional public transport because 

there is very little waiting time, travel is essentially private and is non-stop direct from origin station to 
destination; 

• are well received by the public – end users perceive advantages in view of enhanced traffic safety, per-
sonal security and environmental benefits. There are issues of concern relating to technical reliability 
and legal aspects which can be proved by a real demonstration. 

• promote the social inclusion of certain groups especially disabled and elderly persons by increasing 
their access to cities and key services e.g. retail, recreation, hospitals, stations and vehicles are also 
proved more accessible than conventional modes; and 

• are regarded as a quiet, safe, convenient and efficient means of public transport with potential to re-
place car trips. 

Simulation studies of Advanced Car Sharing systems have shown: 
• There is a high user acceptance of car sharing. The number of users doubled from 400 to 800 in 12 

months in the Praxitéle experiment. The use of public transport is also found to increase with car shar-
ing usage. 

• There are certain vehicle design features to consider in meeting user needs for short trips within cities. 
For example, making the system easy and convenient to use through ticketing access, route guidance, 
reservation. 

• Car sharing scheme results in societal benefits providing it achieves a modal shift and replaces existing 
private car journeys. 

Policy implications

Innovative technologies are available but not yet applied beyond partial demonstration. Policy makers at 
all levels should apply the key recommendations based on these innovations and start immediately to: 
• Facilitate awareness of NETMOBIL solutions and proper information to all actors including the public; 
• build on existing experience of Car Share (e.g. Liselec, Moses, etc.); 
• facilitate user acceptance; 
• facilitate framing legislation; 
• facilitate framing regulation; 
• facilitate standardisation; 
• develop a Network of common interest on innovative transport systems; and 
• demonstrate and disseminate widely your achievements, best practises and lessons learned. 

Project website

www.netmobil.org
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NEWSCREEN Three large displays cockpit approach EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project contact

jean-luc.vassort@thales-avionics.com

NIM (A3) New, integrated mobility services CH Information management 

Key findings

• A season ticket for rail and bus transport and, if necessary, access to a car – such a "mobility package" 
has considerable market potential and could make a contribution to the reduction of environmental pol-
lution. 

• A combination of a season ticket for public transport with easy access to car rental or Car Sharing - 
such "mobility packages", or similar offers like the "Mobility Rail Card 444", have become increasingly 
popular in Switzerland. 

• Between 7% and 10% of Swiss driving licence holders would be prepared to test such "mobility pack-
ages". About half of them (90,000 people) would be willing to buy such an offer immediately. 

• If the market potential in the urban conurbations could be exploited to the full, then some 15 to 50 mil-
lion litres of petrol could be saved annually. 

Policy implications

• (Initial) financing of pilot-projects for the further development of know-how and for the development of 
transferable solutions; 

• promotion of know-how transfer for an early multiplication of successful solutions; 
• promotion of innovative processes (targeted financial support for certain projects, initiative programmes 

to support social innovation processes); 
• far-reaching communication measures (awareness campaigns, e.g. in schools); and 
• setting-up of supporting frameworks: internalisation of external costs of transport, regional and town 

planning less focused on cars, etc.). 

Project website

www.nfp41.ch

NOPPA Guidance system for visually disabled 
people 

FI  

Project contact

ari.virtanen@vtt.fi

PACARA Passenger car aero-acoustics EU  

Project contact

jean-pierre.coyette@fft.be

PAM Service architecture and metadata – 
support project 

FI  

Project contact

juha.toronen@vtt.fi
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PARAS Real time information system for 

buses in the city of Tampere 
FI  

Project contact

matti.rainio@tt.tampere.fi

PARVIS High performance damping material 
for aeronautical use 

EU  

Project website

www.aero-scratch.net

PAV-ECO Economic evaluation of pavement 
maintenance 

EU Operational procedures 

Project contact

hje@vd.dk

PT Bike Public transport bike NL  

Project website

www.ov-fiets.nl

RailTrace Wagon and consignment tracking and 
tracing system 

INT  

Project website

www.railtrace.com

REALMAP Real time cartography imaging FI  

Project contact

franti@cs.joensuu.fi

RESPONSE 2 Advanced driver assistance systems: 
From introduction scenarios towards 
a code of practice for development 
and testing 

EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Key findings

Financial risk, liability risks and risks related with brand image are preventing a successful market intro-
duction of preventive and active safety systems. RESPONSE 2 elaborated steps towards a European Co-
de of Practice (CoP) for development and validation for an accelerated market introduction of ADAS. This 
implies to establish 'principles' for the development and evaluation of ADAS on a voluntary basis as a re-
sult of a common agreement between all partners and stakeholders involved. The number of participants 
at the final RESPONSE 2 workshop as well as the reaction to the dissemination activities (e.g. at the ITS 
congress) showed again the great interest and the importance of the project. 
All in all, the voluntary agreement towards a human factors based Code of Practice (CoP) shall: 
• Give guidance in the user centred ADAS design process, helping to accelerate safe ADAS develop-

ment on a 'state of the art' level; 
• promote positive public opinion concerning ADAS technology and its corresponding safety benefits; 
• provide the basis for market introduction of ADAS and therewith a significant reduction of accident 
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rates in Europe. 

Policy implications

RESPONSE 2 results represent the necessary basis for the future realisation of a European Code of Prac-
tice (CoP). In a consensus formation process between project partners, the following was defined: 
• What is content and scope of the future CoP; 
• what are the formal requirements of the future CoP; and 
• which are the steps towards a Code of Practice. 
Due to its horizontal project status, RESPONSE 2 contributed to other European vertical projects too, 
which were developing ADAS applications (e.g. CarTALK 2000). 

Project website

response.adase2.net

ROADSENSE Road awareness for driving via a 
strategy that evaluates numerous sys-
tems 

EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Project website

www.eu-projects.com/roadsense/

SBC-ACS Sensor-based control for alternative 
combustion engines 

AT  

Project website

edit.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/a3_handouts.pdf 

SEAGULL Seafarers global use of long-distance 
learning 

EU Education/qualification & training/ 
retaining skills 

Project website

seagull.bit-ic.nl

SERTI Southern European road telematics 
implementation 

EU Operational procedures 

Project website

www.serti-mip.com

STARA Setting up Finnra's Traffic Data Ex-
change Service 

FI  

Project contact

kristiina.laakso@tiehallinto.fi

STARDUST Towards sustainable town develop-
ment: research on deployment of ur-
ban sustainable transport 

EU  

Project website

www.trg.soton.ac.uk/stardust/
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STREETWISE Seamless travel environment for effi-

cient transport in the Western isles of 
Europe 

EU Information management 

Project website

www.streetwise-info.org

SVI 1997/060 Delphi Survey: Future of traffic in 
Switzerland 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/2496.html

SVI 1998/088 Measures to cause users to be willing 
to cover longer distances by bike or 
foot 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/2117.html

SVI 1999/135 Roads with mixed traffic; demands 
from the view of bikers 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/2195.html

SVI 1999/137 Better understanding individual be-
haviour in traffic 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/1830.html

SVI 1999/329 Feeder systems in combined trans-
port 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/2321.html

SVI 2000/391 The Reliability as a Choice Variable: 
Experiments with different Measure-
ment Approaches 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/1669.html
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SVI 2000/442 Evaluation of short term raises in 

gasoline prices 
CH Information management 

Key findings

• The market price changes happened 1999 in a period with high economic growth. Thus the influence of 
the income (GDP) is predominant. 

• The influence of the price increase itself is less predominant. 
• It is only possible to show a significant influence of the price increase, if one considers delayed market 

reactions. The analysis confirmed such an effect. 

Policy implications

Communication and marketing activities are playing an important role in order to produce synergies in the 
direction of energy saving car demand and car use. This synergy should be used more actively in the fu-
ture. 

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/1953.html

SVI 2000/443 Methods of Technology Assessment 
in Transport 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/1954.html

SVI 2000/445 Principles in weekend leisure traffic CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/1956.html

SVI 2001/509 Criteria and indicators for the social 
aspects 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/2432.html

SVI 2001/515 Traffic impacts of new working pat-
terns 

CH  

Project website

www.aramis-research.ch/d/2438.html

TAKTIL Tactile guiding system for blind and 
visually impaired people at Austrian 
Railways platforms 

AT  

Project website

www.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/take_oev_broschuerekompr.pdf
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TKL Accessible bus line in the city of Tam-

pere 
FI  

Project contact

ville.tuominen@ramboll.fi

TRAINER System for driver training and as-
sessment using interactive evaluation 
tools and reliable methodologies 

EU Education/qualification and training/ 
retaining skills 

Key findings

TRAINER has developed an interactive, multimedia training tool and two modules of a driving simulator 
(static and semi-dynamic one), paying attention to their cost-effectiveness. 
It provided practical guidelines for the deployment of the proposed curriculum and training tools. 
The following specific results have been achieved: 
• Development of a concise compendium, available on CD-ROM, of drivers' training and assessment 

curricula and methodologies from 24 countries; 
• identification of major gaps and priorities for further improvement of the novice drivers' training through 

extensive literature survey, accident analysis of generic data and 3 detailed databases, interviews with 
26 driving assessment experts from 24 countries, interviews with 122 driving instructors from 8 Euro-
pean countries; 

• systematic mapping and prioritisation of recognised gaps and inefficiencies, according to a 4-level driv-
ing task model (developed in EU project GADGET), structuring them into 'vehicle manoeuvring', 'mas-
tering traffic situations', 'goals and context of driving', and 'goals for life and skills for living' subcatego-
ries; 

• development of approximately 100 detailed scenarios, covering the recognised gaps and inefficiencies, 
to be taught with the help of the multimedia training tool and/or driving simulators; 

• review and analysis of driver training tools from 6 EU countries (17 multimedia software and 23 driving 
simulators), identifying their technical characteristics, costs, market penetration and limitations; 

• wide dissemination of the project concept and raising of user awareness through an international work-
shop in Brussels (in 2000), the distribution of 500 posters and 2,000 leaflets, the launch of a project 
website with discussion forum, and the publication of 5 articles on the project so far; 

• detailed specifications for a multimedia tool comprising 49 scenarios which has been produced in 8 lan-
guages; 

• definition and description of 31 scenarios for all 4 hierarchical levels of the GADGET matrix for imple-
mentation in driving simulators; 

• detailed specifications of low- and medium-cost driving simulator requirements; 
• development of first prototypes of low- and medium-cost driving simulators; 
• a truck simulator feasibility study; 
• completion of 4 low-cost driving simulator prototypes and 4 medium-cost driving simulator prototypes; 
• development of a normative driver behaviour database; 
• evaluation and analysis of results from pilots employing the TRAINER tools; and 
• proposal for new driver training curricula, best practice and design guidelines and recommendations to 

authorities. 

Policy implications

The project significantly contributed to the promotion of traffic safety in the EU. Apart from the reduction of 
accidents by novice drivers, they will be able to gain driving experience while using the multimedia tool 
and the driving simulators developed by TRAINER. 
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The tackling of human factors issues on vehicle control systems, such as ADAS, being operated by novice 
drivers will be greatly facilitated by the automatic driver's errors capture and analysis within the normative 
driver behaviour database. 
TRAINER has proposed guidelines for driving assessment and training procedures to EC authorities with 
the aim to establish a common and harmonised driver training and assessment procedure for Europe. 
It has been recommended to evaluate drivers who underwent training courses using the TRAINER tools 
on long-term basis which would allow for further improvements to the tools and the overall training proce-
dure. 

Project website

www.trainer.iao.fhg.de

Tre-D 3D City Info FI  

Project website

www.uta.fi/hyper/projektit/tred/

UG207 Potential for mode transfer of short 
trips 

UK User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

The objective of this research project was to contribute to Government policy to encourage walking, cy-
cling and the use of the bus instead of the car for short trips (less than 5 miles or 8 kilometres). The project 
complies with user aspects topics of: choice and rights of individuals, including the freedom of mobility and 
independence of where to live and work. Therefore the sub theme within which this project could make 
significant contributions includes user comfort, quality, and choice of use. To this end, the project deter-
mines, through detailed interview surveys of a substantial sample of travellers, the number of short trips 
made by car, the circumstances affecting their choice of mode, and how many trips might have been 
made by other modes e.g. walking, cycling or public transport. Alternatives to the car were identified for 
nearly 80% of short car trips, with business and work trips the least likely to transfer, and taking children to 
school the most likely. Of all the short trips by car, about 31% could transfer to walk, 31% could go by bus 
and 7% could be cycled. The single policy intervention that would do most to attract people out of their 
cars is to improve bus services that could attract up to 21% of car drivers, particularly increasing route 
coverage and frequency. There is little in the nature of specific policy intervention that could encourage 
more walking or cycling, so it would require personal initiative. Hence there is a need to make car drivers 
more aware of the benefits of walking and cycling. 

Policy implications

This research made the following recommendations: 
• Bus services should be improved in terms of route coverage, frequency and hours of service; 
• car drivers should be made more aware of bus services, both specific services and generally; 
• the perception of the safety and security of children travelling unaccompanied should be increased, for 

example, by re-introducing bus conductors; 
• taxi-sharing should be encouraged; 
• demand-responsive public transport services should be introduced especially for shopping and social 

trips; 
• car drivers should be made more aware of the benefits of walking and cycling; 
• walking and cycle facilities should be improved, including better street lighting; 
• employers should be encouraged to provide showering and changing facilities for their employees who 

cycle and walk; 
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• the effects of bad weather should be ameliorated by installing more bus shelters and improving the re-

liability of bus services; 
• neighbourhood planning should be used to help develop more local shops and facilities; 
• delivery services from shops should be expanded in a way that ensures that one van trip replaces sev-

eral car trips, and 
• actions should be targeted where they are most likely to be effective: 

• at those using cars to take children to school rather than those on work and business trips, 
• at the young rather than the old, 
• in urban areas rather than rural, 
• at those with multiple car ownership (and therefore those with higher incomes), 
• at those making rather longer short trips rather than those making very short trips, and 
• at young males for cycling initiatives. 

Project website

www.rmd.dft.gov.uk/project.asp?intProjectID=9157

UG240 Quality bus partnerships and market 
structure 

UK Operational procedures 

Key findings

From the case study strand three main conclusions were drawn: 
• Quality is an important dimension of bus service; 
• the development of successful quality initiatives requires some form of co-operation between the com-

mercial operators and local authorities; and 
• there is clearly resistance to 'hard' forms of contract backed by statute as opposed to 'soft' forms of 

agreement; this may be largely because softer forms of agreement are more flexible and adaptable to 
changes in market and local political circumstances. 

Policy implications

No policy implications directly relevant to this theme. 

Project website

www.its.leeds.ac.uk/research/projectDetails.php?id=96

UG293 Car share and car clubs – Potential 
and impacts 

UK User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

This project was undertaken to assess a variety of policy questions with regard to car clubs and car shar-
ing. This project covers the following topics: 
• Human performance in the transport system, in particular: organisation and operation of traffic informa-

tion; operator capabilities; and working across multi-modal transport chains; 
• working conditions, in particular the sections on safety and efficiency, and driver behaviour; 
• reliability, in particular performance pledges and dependability; 
• comfort, in vehicle and out; and 
• flexibility, in particular issues of car clubs being able to adapt to a variety of needs or travel conditions, 

including route available, ease of interchange, ease of use in terms of elderly and disabled, and ease of 
use in terms of timeliness. 

The project found that car clubs: 
• Can save money for people who would otherwise run a new/newish car and have low annual mileage. 
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But car clubs cannot compete in terms of cost with ownership of an old car for which the depreciation is 
minimal. This will make it difficult to achieve the environmental benefit to be gained by persuading own-
ers to scrap inefficient/polluting vehicles. 

• Can provide a saving for short trips made by people who do high annual mileage. 
• Must be part of a wider decision to adopt multi-modal lifestyle, using car club cars for some journeys, 

and doing others by public transport, taxis, hire cars, bicycles or walking. 
• Induces co-operation between public transport operators and car club organisers. 
• Can bring reductions in car traffic if members would otherwise be car owners. The opposite effect 

would occur if the members would not otherwise be car owners. 
• Can reduce social exclusion by offering access to a car to people who do not currently own one. But 

this potential is likely to be elusive, firstly because membership not cheaper than ownership/ use of and 
secondly because the disadvantaged groups are not likely to be easy to serve (insurance costs, sparse 
population, culture, inability to raise the required deposit). 

• Have strongest prospects in densely built-up areas with good public transport and a shortage of park-
ing. The potential for incorporating car clubs into new low-car developments is particularly attractive. 

• Can help counter the introduction of workplace parking levies. 
• Can suffer from a ‘green’ image problem and some transport planners see them as a threat to conven-

tional public transport, walking and cycling. 

Policy implications

No policy implications directly relevant to this theme. 

Project contact

peter.bonsall@its.leeds.ac.uk

UG325B Social exclusion – Integrated trans-
port systems in a rural area 

UK Operational procedures 

Key findings

In August 2002, the UK Department for Transport (DfT) commissioned a consultancy to assist with the de-
velopment of a rural health transport co-ordination pilot in the South Cotswold District of Gloucestershire. 
The pilot has achieved some significant success in terms of co-ordination, including: 
• A more flexible service more able to respond to passenger needs now and better suited to meeting 

more diverse demands, expected in the future; 
• improvements in identification of needs for and provision of social transport; 
• improvements (of 11%) in the efficiency of journeys provided by volunteer drivers; 
• a reduction of, on average, around £3.00 in the costs per journey provided by volunteer drivers; 
• reductions in the time surgeries spend arranging transport; 
• improvements in the quality of booking systems; 
• improvements in provider and passenger liaison; 
• improvements in journey time and convenience; 
• reductions in the time out-patients spend waiting for transport following an appointment; 
• streamlined reimbursement of the Hospital Travel Costs Scheme; 
• improvements in the recruitment and support available to volunteer drivers, resulting in an increase in 

the number of volunteers available from 24 to 64; 
• increased capacity to provide for after-hours services, transport of samples, hospital transfers, etc; and 
• improved co-ordination through base to driver communications. 
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Policy implications

The pilot has successfully overcome a number of hurdles both during its design and implementation. Over-
all these have affected the time it has taken to bring about co-ordination and ultimately prevented it achiev-
ing the full extent of co-ordination envisaged for the design model chosen. However, despite this there are 
a substantial range of benefits to emerge from the pilot and it is considered that with the modifications that 
are now in place and proposed it offers a valuable approach to rural transport co-ordination that could use-
fully be developed and applied elsewhere. 

Project website

www.rmd.dft.gov.uk/project.asp?intProjectID=9365

UG354 Take up rate of school travel plans UK Education/qualification & training/ 
retaining skills 

Key findings

School travel plans contain measures that make it safer and more attractive for children to walk, cycle or 
use public transport to and from school. This project builds on the results of two surveys conducted in 
1999 and 2001 and has concluded that: 
• The take-up rate of School Travel Plans (STPs) has increased from 38% in 1999 to 50% of authorities 

with at least one school that has implemented an STP; 
• 79% of the authorities stated that School Travel Initiatives (STIs) had been implemented at one or more 

of their schools compared to 75% from the 1999 survey. 11% had firmly planned STIs and 6% had ac-
tively considered STIs. None of the authorities had rejected or not considered the implementation of 
STIs; 

• the most common STIs implemented were Traffic Management Near Schools (e.g. traffic calming, junc-
tion redesign, parking restraint) and Education Measures in Road Safety Officers' Programmes (e.g. 
cycle training); 

• the most frequently mentioned sources of encouragement for STP development were DfT (mentioned 
by 90% of authorities), Schools/teachers (50%) and Central Government (48%); and 

• 78% of authorities cited health as a main objective in the development of STPs or STIs. 63% of the 
Health Improvement Programmes mentioned school travel. 

Project results led to the conclusion that there was a great deal of activity within authorities in attempting to 
tackle the issues surrounding school travel. These activities were expected to further develop with the ap-
pointment of 56 School Travel Plan Co-ordinators (plus 16 joint school/workplace co-ordinators), ex-
panded Site Specific Advice Programme and the amount of funding that was being made available 
through Local Transport Plans. 

Policy implications

Various Government initiatives, such as the Travelling to School initiative, and funding have been put in 
place to help create a step change in the way children in England travel to school. The Travelling to 
School initiative jointly funded by DfT and DfES supported the employment of a network of around 250 
school travel advisers and regional school travel advisers to work with schools and help them develop and 
implement school travel plans. DfT has also contributed £10m funding to Sustrans' Links to Schools pro-
ject to provide improved links to more than 300 schools. The governmental policy in this area is to encour-
age schools and local authorities to work together to develop and implement individual school travel plans 
so that by 2010 all schools in England have a plan. 

Project website

www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft_science/documents/downloadable/dft_science_024730.pdf
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UG395 Attitudes of disabled people to public 

transport 
UK User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

The objective of this user aspects  research project is to assess attitudes of disabled people to public 
transport, the current use of public transport by disabled people, and the factors, which encourage or dis-
courage disabled people from using public transport. Transport issues are important to disabled peoples 
lives – being the single most prominent concern at the local level. Pavement and road maintenance gen-
erate the most dissatisfaction, along with access for disabled people to transport vehicles and the fre-
quency of public transport. The research found that: 
• Disabled people travel a third less often than the general public; 
• disabled people drive cars a lot less and are less likely to have one in the household; despite this, cars 

are central to disabled people's mobility in England and Wales, with the most common mode of trans-
port being a car driven by someone else; 

• disabled people use buses, taxis and minicabs more often than the general public; and 
• there are also encouraging signs that disabled people will use public transport even more if improve-

ments are made. 

Policy implications

It is important to note that disabled people are not a homogenous group, nor are their transport needs and 
priorities the same across England and Wales. Therefore, plans will need to reflect local priorities – al-
though solutions should be based on national standards, developed with validated research into user 
needs Disabled people would particularly welcome their views being taken into account in the implementa-
tion of transport services. 
At present, disabled people feel that local and central government, planners and mainstream transport op-
erators are not properly considering their needs. Some disabled people would like the opportunity to work 
alongside these decision-makers and become more involved in future transport issues, as DPTAC does 
on national transport policy. 

Project contact

dptac@dft.gsi.gov.uk

UG423I Bus real-time information – Business 
case research 

UK Information management 

Key findings

The aim of the study was to determine whether there was likely to be a business case for introducing more 
bus Real Time Passenger Information systems. In particular, the project contributes to knowledge in the 
quality and effectiveness aspects of this theme, especially from the perspective of reliability, comfort and 
flexibility. 
The review of evidence was presented in a series of summary tables for bus passengers, operators, and 
Local Transport Authorities. It was revealed in the review that a number of impacts were incurred across 
the range of recipients including: 
• Savings on journey times; 
• improved regularity of service; and 
• improved reliability of service. 
For a thorough business case to be made it is therefore essential that further research is carried out to jus-
tify in depth the impacts of RTI for the various recipients. In order to assist with this prioritisation, the study 
team has devised a priority search mechanism which analyses the recipient summary tables for further re-
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search requirements that would deliver maximum benefit to the business case. To do this the search fo-
cuses upon the impacts which have the highest scale but which have a requirement for further evidence, 
or in some cases no evidence at all. 

Policy implications

This project lists measures which would improve information available to transport users and operators.  
The study identified two key priority areas for further consideration including: 
• Examination of the impact on the regularity and reliability of services. This would include the manage-

ment of scheduling and avoidance of penalties from the Traffic Commissioners. 
• Examination of the generation of new passenger trips through the provision of RTPI, including the im-

pact on customer satisfaction, passenger pre planning activity and passenger diversionary activity. 
Both of these and other proposed areas of research outlined within the report should determine in more 
detail key areas of concern for the business case for the recipients of RTPI. 

Project website

www.rmd.dft.gov.uk/project.asp?intProjectID=10279

"Ultra-Low-
Noise" Diesel 
Fahrzeuge 

Development of new technologies for 
noise reduction of future generations 
of diesel engines and diesel vehicles 

AT  

Project website

edit.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/a3_handouts.pdf 

VALOIS Lighting and colours on stations and 
their surroundings as means of pro-
moting accessibility 

FI  

Project contact

sirpa.laitinen@ltcon.fi

VIBSEAT Evaluation and improvement of sus-
pension seat vibration isolation per-
formance 

EU  

Project website

www.humanvibration.com/EU/vibseat.htm

VIKING Road traffic management implemen-
tation in Northern Europe 

EU Automation 

Project website

www.viking.ten-t.com
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VINTHEC II Visual interaction and human effec-

tiveness in the cockpit, Part II 
EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Key findings

VINTHEC II has: 
• Performed empirical investigations of shared Situational Awareness (sSA), including the difficulties in 

measurements that could validate the impact CRM courses actually have on pilot behaviour; 
• identified the need for improvements in the way Eye Point of Gaze (EPOG) data are collected and han-

dled, e.g. in equipment specifications and ergonomic guidelines; 
• identified new and enhanced ways to analyse and visualise EPOG data customised with respect to the 

critical SA and Crew Resource Management (CRM) skills, adapted for the information needs of end 
users; 

• developed scenarios of a typical service from Amsterdam to London using a Fokker 100 jet aircraft, 
and for use in the NLR Research Flight Simulator; 

• tested scenarios, equipment, measurement systems and general procedures in pilot runs using BAE 
Systems' fixed base simulator; 

• undertaking cognitive modelling with emphasis on Information Processing (IP) and Cognitive Systems 
Engineering (CSE); and 

• run a full-scale simulator experiment that provided insight into shared Situational Awareness, and 
served as a 'proof of concept' demonstration of shared SA measurement in an operationally realistic 
setting. 

Policy implications

VINTHEC II explicitly emphasised implementation and transfer of usable results to industry. Although the 
immediate focus of this implementation would be aviation (systems design and safety training communi-
ties and human factors certification), there are clear applications of the VINTHEC II methodology to other 
domains. This is because the shared Situational Awareness scenario is not unique to civil flight deck op-
erations. Various domains share fundamental similarities in terms of display, teamwork, human perform-
ance, and training issues. 

Project website

www.vinthec.net

VIRTUAL Virtual reality systems for perceived 
ergonomic quality testing of driving 
task and design 

EU Driver/operator behaviour 

Key findings

• The methods developed during the project based on VR can improve significantly the quality and the 
validity of the ergonomic evaluation of the vehicle and can reduce the risks and the costs of problem 
solving after prototyping. In fact the approach used by the VIRTUAL project, which exploits VR tech-
nologies on their whole, allows to acquire data working directly with real subjects in a detailed and real-
istic environment, and thus to keep psychological perception aspects inside the evaluation of ergo-
nomic quality, usability, and visibility during the driving tasks. 

• The first system consists of a projection system with actuated primary controls. This system was com-
pleted in June 2001 and it was tested in Autumn 2001. 

• The second system consists of a more immersive simulation, with a head mounted display. The person 
is given a visual representation of his/her movements (avatar) in the virtual environment by means of 
appropriate techniques of motion tracking, capturing and graphical reproduction. The system was com-
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pleted in February 2002, and in March 2002 the first tests started. A second variant of this system was 
realised: the steering wheel and the gear shift were moved away so that the interaction with these con-
trols occurred just thanks to the visual cue, through the graphical interaction between the hands of the 
avatar and the graphical models of the controls. 

• The third system aims at substituting the physical models of the primary controls by generic force effec-
tors able to give the person the sense of reaching and operating a real control (existing and defined 
only in the virtual environment). This system is an immersive system with virtual controls (steering 
wheel and gear shift) and haptic feedback with exoskeleton for the right upper limb. For this kind of sys-
tem a third visualisation device was used: the CAVE. Different variants of the system were integrated in 
the CAVEEE at IAO in Stuttgart: at first the primary controls were maintained (November 2002), then 
the exoskeleton was integrated (December 2002). 

Policy implications

The project aimed at improving the ergonomic quality of the vehicles and then to have impact on quality of 
life, health and safety due to the relevant amount of time spent by European citizens on vehicles (1.1 
hours per day on average according to a recent MIT study). Then, the VIRTUAL project performed tests 
with the aim to train people to drive a car in virtual environment, so social benefits are expected from the 
potential application of VR based vehicle testing systems for education and for training, for instance in 
driving schools or in mobility centres for disabled or elderly users. 

Project contact

s.quattrocolo@crf.it

VIRTUAL FIRES Virtual Real Time Fire Emergency 
Simulator 

EU Operational procedures 

Project website

www.virtualfires.org

WAMPPI WAP Multimedia Services Pilot FI  

Project website

www.vtt.fi/tte/projects/WAMPPI/

WAVE Weighing in motion of axles and vehi-
cles for Europe 

EU Operational procedures 

Project website

wim.zag.si/wave/

WILIMA Virtual Travel Centre in Internet FI  

Project website

juhani.backstrom@ramboll.fi

YTYVÄYLÄ Private roads as a part of bicycle and 
pedestrian traffic routes 

FI  

Project website

sakari.somerpalo@lineakonsultit.fi
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– A living pedestrian and bicycle way as 

a meeting place 
FI  

Project contact

kristiina.strommer@airix.fi

– Accessible public transport FI  

Project contact

petri.jalasto@mintc.fi

– Accessibility and housing choice NL  

Project contact

hilbers@rpb.nl

– Accessibility and reliability NL  

Project contact

hilbers@rpb.nl

– Air travel & venous thrombolism UK User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

This study was designed as a series of inter-related studies with aims to determine: 
• If the risk of venous thrombosis is increased by air travel; 
• the magnitude of this risk; 
• the effect of other factors on the association; and 
• the causal mechanisms. 
The project makes a contribution to the User aspect theme, especially under the quality (effectiveness) 
topics of safety and security (transport of people to destination un-affected by operator conditions), flexibil-
ity for passengers (especially in facilitating movement), and comfort (provision of information relating to 
DVT). The results of the research indicated: 
• A consistent picture in line with previous medical literature on travellers' thrombosis and strengthening 

previous research due to larger number of subjects; 
• seated immobility is a risk factor for VTE and is present whatever form of travel; 
• that the longer the period of travel, the greater the risk; multiple flights in a short period probably reflect 

the same phenomenon; 
• the epidemiological studies risk of travellers' thrombosis increases sharply if other risks for VTE are 

present and these results supported by the patho-physiological studies; 
• taken overall, no changes in any coagulation parameters during an 8-hour flight or during a similar pe-

riod of hypobaric hypoxia in a hypobaric chamber (compared to control situations); and 
• careful analysis of the data from the Volunteer Study (which included subjects at increased risk for 

VTE) demonstrated a small population of 'hyper-responders'. 

Policy implications

This project contributes to the safety action programme of the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). 
Air operators and health and safety executives need to be aware of the main risk factors for VTE: seated 
immobility. A small risk present in all forms of travel and for all people population with increased risk with 
longer periods of travel; risk increases if other risks for VTE are present. 
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Project contact

mendiss@who.ch

– An assessment of the effects and 
cost-effectiveness of a public trans-
port journey planner 

FI User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

Users value the speed of the service very highly. Also the usability of the user interface was valued as 
high, as well as the “reasonableness” of produced itineraries. The map interface received some criticism 
from users. In spring 2003 an updated version of the software became into operation with improved per-
sonalisation features and an improved map interface. 

Policy implications

None 

Project contact

tla@strafica.fi

– Assessing the operation of the Cen-
tral Organisation for Traffic Safety in 
Finland 

FI  

Project contact

pekka.tiainen@mintc.fi

– Best Practices in consumer-friendly 
services in eLogistic systems 

AT  

Project website

www.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/lap_ebus2_brosch_re_eng_abl_9_7_2003_final.pdf

– Bicycle and pedestrian routes as ex-
ercise opportunities 

FI  

Project contact

jani.paivanen@ltcon.fi

– Bus drivers' views on how to improve 
safety in public transportation 

FI  

Project contact

minna.soininen@poyry.fi

– Bus stop schedule system based on 
voice recognition 

FI  

Project contact

olli.kanerva@tt.tampere.fi
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Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Car tyre (winter) issues EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Certification and human error consid-
erations – knowledge propagation into 
new safety critical technologies 

EU Human role & human-machine interface 

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Changes in the operating environ-
ment that affect supply and demand 
(PROJECT CLUSTER) 

FI  

Project contact

tuovi.paivio-leppanen@tiehallinto.fi

– Creating a programme for promoting 
cycling travel in Finland 

FI  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Cycle lanes: Methods of inspection NO  

Project contact

guro.berge@vegvesen.no

– Definition and development of a sys-
tem of promoting low-noise car tyres 

AT  

Project website

edit.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/a3_handouts.pdf 

– Deltametropolis NL  

Project contact

ritsemavaneck@rpb.nl

– Demand Management Study IE  

Project contact

marian@dto.ie

– Definition and implementation of an 
information system for emergency re-
sponse centres 

FI  

Project contact

kari.pastuhov@112.fi
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Determining clients' requirements 

(PROJECT CLUSTER) 
FI  

Project contact

tuovi.paivio-leppanen@tiehallinto.fi

– Developing cycle parking in feeder 
transport in Helsinki metropolitan area

FI  

Project contact

janne.rautio@ltcon.fi

– Developing weather models to im-
prove winter pedestrian safety 

FI  

Project contact

reija.ruuhela@fmi.fi

– Development of city transport pas-
senger information in the cities of Ku-
opio, Mikkeli and Joensuu 

FI  

Project contact

seppo.huttunen@islh.intermin.fi

– Development of client relations man-
agement (PROJECT CLUSTER) 

FI  

Project contact

tuovi.paivio-leppanen@tiehallinto.fi

– Development of Pavement Manage-
ment System 

EE  

Project contact

estraod@mnt.ee

– Development of public transport inci-
dent management 

FI  

Project contact

tomi.ristola@traficon.fi

– Development of quality level objec-
tives for bicycle and pedestrian routes

FI  

Project contact

ari.vandell@tieliikelaitos.fi
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Development of traffic safety police 

unit 
EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Development of standards EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Economic, ecological and safe solu-
tions of electronic tolls 

AT  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Education and science LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Effects of cycle parking arrangements 
on bicycle use 

FI User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

A poor supply, or missing, of cycle parking arrangements have a minor influence on the use of bicycles by 
already active cyclists. The most dramatic influence seems to be on potential users, who appreciate fast 
and easy solutions on their trips. For this group even a slight delay or obstacle can lead to a choice of an-
other mode of transportation (normally car). 

Policy implications

None 

Project contact

timo.perala@plaana.fi

– Effects of education and public infor-
mation 

NL  

Project contact

jolanda.maas@swov.nl

– Effects of hands-free legislation FI  

Project contact

pekka.tiainen@mintc.fi
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Energy-efficient air-conditioning sys-

tems for commercial vehicles 
AT  

Project website

edit.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/a3_handouts.pdf 

– Evaluation Study: The Helsinki Met-
ropolitan Area Public Transport Jour-
ney Planner 

FI  

Project website

www.vtt.fi/rte/projects/fits/julkaisut/hanke2/FITS_22_brochure.pdf

– Expert basis and long-term state 
roads development programme (LDP) 
outline for 2001-2006 time period 

SI  

Project contact

cveto.gregorc@omegaconsult.si

– External Costs of Transport Modes EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Fatal accidents: significance of driver, 
vehicle and environment related and 
social factors 

FI  

Project contact

juha.valtonen@mintc.fi

– Feasibility Study of the Digital Radio 
and the Digital Television in Passen-
ger Transport Telematics 

FI  

Project contact

seppo.oorni@mintc.fi

– Follow-on, development and exten-
sion of the disturbance test pilot of 
tram traffic to other modes of public 
transport in the Helsinki metro area 

FI  

Project contact

petri.jalasto@mintc.fi

– Free bus in Begen NO  

Project contact

guro.berge@vegvesen.no
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Freight transport telematics architec-

ture 
FI  

Project website

www.vtt.fi/rte/projects/fits/julkaisut/hanke1/fits25_2003.pdf

– Functionality of passive remote identi-
fier in traffic 

FI  

Project contact

jukka.rasanen@vtt.fi

– Guide for improving user-friendliness 
of information services of public 
transport 

FI  

Project contact

irja.vesanen-nikitin@mintc.fi

– Handbook on targeted public trans-
port 

NO  

Project contact

guro.berge@vegvesen.no

– High quality primary suspensions for 
railway vehicles 

AT  

Project website

www.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/isb_handouts.pdf

– How to get employees to travel in a 
more environmentally-friendly way 

NO  

Project contact

guro.berge@vegvesen.no

– Impact Analysis of Light Traffic Pro-
motion 

FI  

Project contact

heikki.metsaranta@strafica.fi

– Impact of regional development on 
road management (PROJECT CLUS-
TER) 

FI  

Project contact

tuovi.paivio-leppanen@tiehallinto.fi
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Implementation of a high-level pas-

senger information system for the lo-
cal transport in the city of Jyväskylä 

FI  

Project contact

jukka-pekka.pitkanen@ramboll.fi

– Implementation Principles of Informa-
tion Systems in Travel Centres 

FI  

Project contact

juhani.backstrom@ramboll.fi

– Implementing a light real-time public 
transport information system in the 
city of Turku and its environs 

FI  

Project contact

petri.jalasto@mintc.fi

– Improvements for pedestrians and 
cyclists 

EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Improvement of transport services LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Improving the cycling routes in East-
ern Helsinki 

FI  

Project contact

ville.voltti@lineakonsultit.fi

– Increasing walking in short distances FI  

Project contact

anu.eloranta@liidea.fi

– Information monitors at Helsinki-
Vantaa airport 

FI  

Project contact

juha.sarkkinen@fcaa.fi

– Information of border traffic in South-
East Finland (Finland and Russia) 

FI  

Project contact

petteri.portaankorva@tiehallinto.fi
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Information System of Matkahuolto 

Ltd 
FI  

Project contact

jukka.ylitalo@matkahuolto.fi

– Integration of information system for 
public informing about traffic condi-
tions on state roads outline 

SI  

Project contact

cveto.gregorc@omegaconsult.si

– Integration of transport systems LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Intelligent air-conditioning system AT  

Project website

www.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/isb_handouts.pdf

– Intelligent Speed Regulation Systems 
in Vehicles 

FI  

Project contact

harri.peltola@vtt.fi

– International transport operations LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Introduction and utilisation of new pa-
rameters for service level indicators 

FI  

Project contact

mikko.inkala@tiehallinto.fi

– Layout recognition and behaviour pre-
diction 

NL  

Project contact

jolanda.maas@swov.nl

– Legislation improvement EE  

Project contact

hellat.rumvolt@mkm.ee
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Living environment, leisure time and 

mobility 
NL  

Project contact

ritsemavaneck@rpb.nl

– Literature study "Skinnefaktoren" NO  

Project contact

guro.berge@vegvesen.no

– Local portals feasibility study FI  

Project contact

kari.maikkola@satama.com

– Maintenance and development of 
transport infrastructure 

LV  

Project contact

romans@sam.gov.lv

– Measuring demand for an integrated 
inter-urban public transport network 

UK Operational procedures 

Key findings

The aim of this project was to evaluate, with the aid of a cross-sectional demand model, 'clean sheet' 
strategies for national and regional inter-urban networks, with particular reference to the proposition that a 
regular-interval, high-connectivity timetable could yield social, environmental and commercial benefits. The 
two measures of success were, firstly, development of a model capable of routinely estimating demand for 
travel by public transport between any pair of places or along any corridor, and secondly, a clear demon-
stration whether or not the policy-options under review should be adopted by Government and the public 
transport industry. 
The project contributes to knowledge in the user aspects sub themes of information management and op-
erational procedures and user choice.  In particular the topics covered include: 
• Reliability; 
• flexibility, especially extent of available routes, ease of interchange, and especially ease of use includ-

ing timeliness and availability of information; 
• affordability and convenience, especially costs by the user and, perception of travel time; and 
• comfort, in particular the provision of infrastructure facilities and information. 
The project outputs are:  
• Identification and assessment of 'ideal' inter-urban public transport networks; 
• enhanced understanding of the determinants of the catchments of stations; 
• development and calibration of a fresh cross-sectional rail demand model; and 
• specification and evaluation of a national, regular-interval, coordinated timetable. 

Policy implications

Various exercises within this project have demonstrated that there is no intrinsic reason why public trans-
port in Britain cannot be operated on the same principles as the Swiss system. The model was used to 
forecast the change in patronage following recasting of the East Coast time table. It was found out that the 
introduction of a Taktfahrplan would increase rail traffic. The aggregate appraisal found that revenue and 
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
user benefits would amount to about £23 million. Given the low market share that rail holds on non-
London routes the large benefits they would yield could have implications for the relative priority of pro-
jects in the context of the Government's environmental and social objectives. 

Project contact

www.rmd.dft.gov.uk/project.asp?intProjectID=10047

– Mobile Phone Based Parking Sys-
tems 

FI  

Project contact

mika.varjola@viatek.if

– Mobility, communication and informa-
tion and communication technology 

NO  

Project contact

rh@toi.no

– Mobility, communication and IT – 
Substitution, new demand or both?  

NO  

Project contact

ole.tollefsen@sd.dep.no

– Mobility of Vinex-areas NL  

Project contact

snellen@rpb.nl

– Monitoring and database (including 
GPS) 

EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– New Voice Signal for Traffic Lights FI  

Project contact

kari.sane@hel.fi

– Noise emission factors of road traffic AT  

Project website

edit.bmvit.gv.at/sixcms_upload/media/180/a3_handouts.pdf 

– Novice drivers and the driving course NL  

Project contact

jolanda.maas@swov.nl
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Operations model for creating unre-

stricted and safe city centres 
FI  

Project contact

maarit.wiik@sito.fi

– Opinions of the Finnish Traffic Safety 
Vision and Catering for Traffic Safety 
Issues in Two Organisations 

FI  

Project contact

rita.rathmayer@vtt.fi

– Optimisation of public transport sys-
tems country-wide 

EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Outdoor Map of the Helsinki Metro-
politan Area – a Development Study 

FI  

Project contact

hanna.strommer@ytv.fi

– Passenger Perceptions of inter-urban 
public transport services in Ireland 

IE  

Project contact

aoife.ahern@ucd.ie

– Passenger Transport Survey 2004-
2005 

FI  

Project contact

petri.jalasto@mintc.fi

– Preferred place of residence among 
three urban cohorts, illustrated by a 
work journey 

NO  

Project contact

rh@toi.no

– Price information and transferring the 
data to Journey Planner 

FI  

Project contact

kari.luukkonen@vr.fi
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Private business perspectives on 

transport costs, competitiveness and 
location 

NO  

Project contact

ole.tollefsen@sd.dep.no

– Procedure for Handling Road Users' 
Feedback on Poor Driving Conditions 

FI  

Project contact

maritta.polvinen@tiehallinto.fi

– Promoting walking and cycling in vil-
lage and scenic roads 

FI  

Project contact

timo.seimela@tieliikelaitos.fi

– Promotion of Tourist Traffic FI  

Project contact

petri.jalasto@mintc.fi

– Public transport in the Oslo region - 
Travellers' valuation of time  

NO  

Project contact

nav@toi.no

– Public Transport Passenger Informa-
tion in Finland 2003 – State of the art 

FI  

Project contact

armi.vilkman-vartia@mintc.fi

– RailBaltica feasibility studies (new 
railway corridor) 

EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Regulatory Framework – support pro-
ject 

FI  

Project website

www.hiit.fi/de/saadospuitteet/index.html

– Renewal of Finnish Road Administra-
tion internet service 

FI  

Project contact

martin.johansson@tiehallinto.fi
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Research needs related to the trans-

port system and its functionality (PRO-
JECT CLUSTER) 

FI  

Project contact

tuovi.paivio-leppanen@tiehallinto.fi

– Roads state analysis and novelation 
of long-term development programme 
for state roads 

SI  

Project contact

cveto.gregorc@omegaconsult.si

– Route guide for bicycle and pedes-
trian traffic of the Helsinki City Metro-
politan Area – Phase 1: mapping of 
data and needs 

FI  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Rural Transport Study – Kerry, Laois, 
Westmeath, Mayo 

IE  

Project contact

joe_allen@environ.ie

– Safety education and training EE  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– System faults in accidents of heavy 
transport 

FI  

Project contact

pekka.tiainen@mintc.fi

– Tampere City Transport route planner 
in the internet 

FI  

Project contact

matti.rainio@tt.tampere.fi

– Targeted public transport NO  

Project contact

petri.jalasto@mintc.fi
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Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Taxi Quality System FI  

Project contact

is@toi.no

– The book of walking NO  

Project contact

guro.berge@vegvesen.no

– The long-term effects of hands free 
legislation on mobile phone use 

UK Driver/operator behaviour 

Key findings

About half of drivers in Finland (48%) owned a hands free device in the spring of 2004. The share had not 
increased since the post-legislation situation. Still, the dominant share (80%) of drivers wear an earbud 
model. 
The legislation has significantly decreased the use of phone in the car. Immediately after the act entered 
into force, the share of those drivers who do not, according to their own testimony, use the phone at all 
while driving, increased to 43%. In the year 2004, these drivers accounted for 41%. Especially the random 
users of the mobile phone have stopped talking on the phone while driving. Those drivers using their mo-
bile phone regularly while driving report rather enduring phone usage, despite the new legislation. 
Drivers’ use of mobile phones without hands free had increased in 2004. Immediately after the act entered 
into force, the share of those drivers who reported that they are holding the phone in their hands while 
driving decreased from 56% to 15%. By the spring of 2004, the share had risen to 20%, which is statisti-
cally significant. Also, the data which was collected from traffic by means of monitoring showed that the 
use of phone without a hands free device had doubled. The legislative shift has not decreased dangerous 
traffic situations – reported by drivers – which are related to mobile phone use. Neither have there been 
any changes in the profile of the dangerous situations. The most common dangerous situation is the fail-
ure to observe other traffic. 
The use of hands free devices has affected talking in such a manner that drivers now talk with their friends 
on the phone while driving more than previously. Those using a hands free device have estimated that 
they are promoting the cause of safety with the phone use more frequently than drivers who talk without a 
hands-free. 
The attitude towards the use of mobile phones in the car has changed. The majority of the drivers still feel 
that the drivers should only be allowed the use of a hands-free equipped phone while driving. The share of 
drivers subscribing to this view has, however, dropped. At the same time the share of those drivers who 
feel that one should be allowed to hold the phone in one’s hand while driving has increased. Based on the 
studies conducted so far, it is too early to draw any final conclusions regarding the safety effects of hands-
free devices. 

Policy implications

None 

Project contact

sirpa.rajalin@liikenneturva.fi
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Contract No. GMA2/2001/52046-S07.13187 EXTR@Web 

Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– The national travel habit survey NO  

Project contact

rh@toi.no

– The organisation of public transport 
and provision of passenger informa-
tion at Kamppi construction site 

FI  

Project contact

marja.rosenberg@vtt.fi

– The potential impacts of Luas on the 
travel behaviour of the people of Dub-
lin 

IE  

Project contact

margaret.omahony@tcd.ie

– The promotion of walking and cycling 
on village roads 

FI User comfort, quality & choice of use 

Key findings

The publication presents methods to mark the arrival at a village and measures for traffic calming and im-
proving the conditions for walking and cycling. Arrival in a village can be indicated through landscape de-
sign, vegetation, the built environment, traffic signs, lighting and various other installations and devices. 
Along with speed limits, measures to slow traffic include road layout and horizontal deflections, a village 
garden and the use of speed humps and rumble strips in the roadway. Walking and cycling can be pro-
moted by providing a separate pedestrian and bicycle path or separate pedestrian and cycling areas, by 
building sidewalks, and by modifying road shoulders. Alignment of the road and linking it to the surround-
ing buildings is especially significant in locations of high landscape value and in cultural environments. 

Policy implications

None 

Project contact

laura.soosalu@tieliikelaitos.fi

– The transport infrastructure as a criti-
cal element of the national infrastruc-
ture under the aspect of the basic 
safety functions of the state 

CZ  

Project website (or contact)

None 
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Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– The unification of the urban and re-

gional timetable structures for the 
forthcoming transport associations, in 
light of the needs of network planning, 
managing and information systems 

HU  

Project website

www.transman.hu

– Traffic behaviour and road user opin-
ions 

FI  

Project contact

pauli.velhonoja@tiehallinto.fi

– Traffic safety LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Transport Intelligent System Devel-
opment in Latvia 

LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Transport legislation and institutional 
regulations 

LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Transport statistics and information 
infrastructure 

LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Transport Telematics and Logistics LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Transport Quality Management Sys-
tems 

LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 
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Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Transport Research and Education 

Harmonisation 
LV  

Project website (or contact)

None 

– Travel behaviour follow-up system FI  

Project contact

pekka.tiainen@mintc.fi

– TSE outward facing research: manag-
ing integration 

UK  

Key findings

This is a user themed research project, and the principal objective of its commission was 'to increase un-
derstanding of both the potential and the practicality of integrating different transport modes and land-use 
in a more sustainable manner within the context of the Trunk Road network'. Topic areas included ap-
praisal techniques, working in partnership with other bodies, school travel, freight, design-related issues 
landscape/habitat fragmentation. This project therefore contributes to knowledge in the user topics relating 
specifically to human performance in the transport system and technical and safety standards and regula-
tions. In particular, the sub-themes of relevance include: information management and operational proce-
dures. To this end, fourteen sub-projects were initially defined, from which a number of specific areas of 
research were developed. A very wide range of work has been carried out. Outputs have included the fol-
lowing: 
• In the area of 'Appraisal', production of the design manual for roads and bridges: DMRB-GOMMMS 

Bridging Document, Strategic Plans for Accessibility and Integration, updated guidance on RMS, and 
research reports considering valuation of environmental criteria, accident rate prediction and regenera-
tion issues. 

• Development of guidance in relation to design issues, including four documents relating to Non-
Motorised Users (NMUs) for inclusion within DMRB. 

• Guidance and research reports on environmental issues, including a compendium of 'green bridges' 
and other activity to support delivery of UK biodiversity targets and COST341. 

• Feasibility studies for trials of park-and-ride and related initiatives on or adjacent to the HA network, as 
well as guidance for HA staff on these issues. 

• Development of an on-line guide to freight for HA staff. 
• Development of guidance on involving the public in transport decision-making. 
• Feasibility studies to investigate the impact of educational travel on the HA network, and development 

of guidance for HA staff on school travel issues. Some of the above activity lends itself to further work 
beyond the end of the commission, often due to the need for documents to be taken through a lengthy 
approval process. 

Policy implications

Numerous brochures have been written to assist in disseminating Highways Agency policy and practice in 
the area of integration. 

Project contact

hickeywp@halcrow.com
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Theme: User Aspects Last update: 12 July 2006
Acronym Project title (in English) Origin Research sub-theme 
Key findings  /  Policy implications  /  Project website or contact 
– Usage of GIS data in Promis data-

base 
FI  

Project contact

inkeri.starry@mek.fi

– User-friendly transport system, im-
plementation possibilities of the objec-
tives of the EU White Paper 

HU  

Project website

www.kti.hu

– Users' evaluations of real-time route 
information in Trondheim  

NO  

Project contact

nav@toi.no

– Using mobile positioning in service 
search from Yellow Pages 

FI  

Project contact

sami.rapo@keltaisetsivut.fi

– Utilising positioning data in Finnish 
Meteorological Centre's weather ser-
vices 

FI  

Project contact

juha.kilpinen@fmi.fi

– Vocabulary for personal navigation FI  

Project contact

sirpa.suhonen@tsk.fi

– Winter cycling – motives, obstacles 
and health effects 

FI  

Project contact

timo.perala@plaana.fi

– WLAN network for airports FI  

Project contact

juha.sarkkinen@fcaa.fi
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Annex II: General information on the Transport 
Research Knowledge Centre and 
analysis process used 

The Knowledge Centre's background 

The EXTR@Web project – Exploitation of Transport Research Results via the Web – at-
tempts to collect, structure, analyse and disseminate transport research results, covering 
not only EU supported but also nationally financed research in the European Research 
Area (ERA), as well as selected global transport RTD programmes and projects. 
 
The EXTR@Web consortium has brought together eight main contractors to combine 
strong and in-depth technical knowledge of transport technology and of EU and national 
transport RTD programmes with solid communication and dissemination experience. 
 
The current project's direct predecessor, EXTRA (a Fourth Framework Programme Trans-
port RTD project), co-ordinated dissemination activities on the European level for the first 
time. While FP4 addressed transport research on a mode-by-mode basis, the current Fifth 
Framework Programme (FP5) focuses on generic themes that consequently reflect trans-
port policy objectives. 
 
The EXTR@Web project will provide support to research at European and national levels 
by building up and promoting an electronic hub. The key objectives are: 
• To establish a comprehensive web-based Knowledge Centre, providing structured and 

timely access to both detailed and user-oriented summary information on transport re-
search programmes and their results across Europe; 

• to provide an electronic hub for inter-connecting European and national programmes 
and individual networks concerned with transport research into an easily navigable 
European network; 

• to establish a common best practice scheme for the structure and content of the re-
porting of transport research results; 

• to provide high-quality analytical outputs that are structured and tailored according to 
the type of stakeholder and medium; and 

• to raise awareness of the new service, the implications of emerging results, and the 
wider opportunities under national research programmes across Europe as a whole. 

 
EXTR@Web will provide a comprehensive pool of programme, project and results related 
information to users, principally in electronic format via the Internet. The approach is based 
on three main strokes of work covering: 
• Monitoring, analysis and information preparation; 
• website and electronic news service, the principal dissemination channels; and 
• management of knowledge transfer, including dissemination by non-electronic means, 

and also the maintenance of a contact database and e-mail enquiry service and 
evaluation of the performance of EXTR@Web. 
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Definition of transport research 

For inclusion into the Transport Research Knowledge Centre, Transport research pro-
grammes and projects have to be within the definition of research and transport simultane-
ously. This will define the eligibility of projects. 
 

Definition of research 

General OECD definition: 
"Creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in order to increase the stock of knowl-
edge, including knowledge of humanity, culture and society, and the use of this stock of 
knowledge to devise new applications." 
 
Additional transport research criteria: 
• Targeted – in line with transport policy aims, strategies and processes to solve the in-

herent problems for society. 
• Accessible – a public activity, open to scrutiny by peers. 
• Transferable – useful beyond the specific research project, applicable in principle to 

other researchers and research contexts as well as decision-makers in policy, industry 
and science. 

 

Definition of transport 

In order to clarify expectations from the Transport Research Knowledge Centre, and to en-
sure a common understanding of important terms, the Programme Analysis Group of 
EXTR@Web has come up with the following definition of transport. 
• Transport is the means by which a person or material of any kind is passed from its 

origin to its destination. 
• Transport comprises: 

• the transport users: passenger, business, freight; 
• the transport vehicles (full life cycle issues); 
• the transport infrastructure (full life cycle issues); 
• the transport system: the interaction of users, vehicles and infrastructure; 
• the impacts of transport: contribution to objectives, and hence to overall sustainabil-

ity; and 
• the transport tools: methods and instruments to help ensure an effective contribu-

tion to the objectives. 
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Three levels of analysis 

Project level analysis 

For European, national and international projects the following harmonized process was 
agreed: 
• For each eligible project, the project co-ordinator will be requested to draft a Project 

Profile; 
• the EXTR@Web consortium identifies, for each project all relevant themes (typically 

up to five), and provides the project linkage; 
• for each eligible project, the project co-ordinator will be requested to draft the other 

elements of the reporting scheme – Progress Summary and Result Summary – due to 
the project progress and provides the final report; 

• projects with highest relevance and best available final results will be selected for 
analysis; 

• for every such relevant theme within each project a short and concise paragraph – 
structured with bullet points as appropriate – will be written to present the key findings 
of the project in relation to the objectives of the theme; and 

• this information will be searchable on the Knowledge Centre website. 
 

Thematic analysis 

The thematic analysis has been exploiting existing project level analysis. The consolidated 
project wise findings have been structured and analysed along 30 themes, which are fixed 
for the project life time and fed into annual Thematic Research Summaries and Annual 
Compendia. However, for reporting purposes Thematic Research Summaries have been 
limited to 28 volumes (cf. Chapter 1). 
The sequence of outputs has been comprising an explanation of the overall structure, and 
regular reports treating national, European and international research in a comprehensive 
way. 
 
Deliverable

number 
Title Release date 

(final version) 

D2.A "Thematic structure and definitions – all themes" August 2006 
D2.B "European, national and international project database" July 2006 
D2.C "First annual thematic research summary"; 30 vol. December 2004
D2.D "Second annual thematic research summary"; 10 vol. March 2006 
D2.E "Third annual thematic research summary"; 28 vol. August 2006 

Table: The sequence of deliverables 

 

Policy level analysis 

Whilst the 30 themes are fixed, this type of analysis should give the flexibility to provide in-
formation on ad hoc policy priorities. Hence, policy level analysis will synthesize key find-
ings of projects across combinations of themes. As an output, policy brochures shall be 
prepared depending on ad hoc requirements by DG TREN or by the high-level Advisory 
Group (AG). 
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Annex III: Editorial team for Thematic Research 
Summaries 

Please note that – in principle – all EXTR@Web partners and sub-contractors will be con-
tributing to a particular Thematic Research Summary because all project level findings that 
are of some relevance to one of the 28 (30) individual themes are presented in the com-
prehensive format of these papers. 
The following summary of authors and peer reviewers is presented in alphabetical order 
while the main author of this paper is given on page i of the document. 
 
 
Fabien Dreveton, ISIS; France 
Mr Dreveton has an electrical engineering post-MSc degree, an MBA and over 8 years ex-
perience in Intelligent Transport Systems for road transport. He has been a senior engi-
neer with ISIS since 2001, specialising in traffic control, motorway management, ITS stan-
dards development process and system architecture. 

Co-author: Road Transport 
 
Prof J Augusto Felício, Neptune – CEGE/ISEG; Portugal 
Professor Felício, holding a PhD in management, is teaching graduate and post-graduate 
courses such as ‘Maritime transport and port management’ and ‘Land transport and logis-
tic management’ at ISEG, School of Economics and Management (Technical University of 
Lisbon). His activities include participation in transport research where he has published 
several related articles and books. 

Main author: Waterborne Transport, Intelligent Transport Systems 
Peer review: Efficiency, Vehicle Technology 

 
Dr Paul E Firmin, Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds (ITS); UK 
Dr Firmin has 30 years of experience in transport planning and engineering, including local 
authority, consultancy and academia. His research specialities are: traffic management, 
transport survey design & analysis, traveller information systems; driver route choice be-
haviour and transport telematics. He is currently the MSc(Eng) degree programme leader 
and international student adviser at ITS, University of Leeds. He teaches computing skills 
and traffic management, and supervises student dissertation projects. 

Main author: Information and Awareness 
Peer review: Safety and Security 

 
Dr Nils Gendner, Neptune – University of Bremen, ISL; Germany 
Dr Gendner has been working for more than four years at the University of Bremen, Insti-
tute of Shipping Economics and Logistics. His main topics include the analysis of proc-
esses, functions and data flows in shipping and within the rail sector. He contributes to on-
going efforts in intermodality by participating in several projects dealing with intermodal 
concepts and developments. 

Main author: Intermodal Transport, Integration 
Peer review: Financing Tools, Pricing and Taxation 
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Wolfgang Helmreich, Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH (IABG); Germany 
Mr Helmreich is a civil engineer from the Technical University of Munich. He has more than 
15 years experience with transport planning and infrastructure design in the rail, road and 
air sector, and sound knowledge of vehicle technologies. His expertise also includes pro-
ject management, web publishing and dissemination skills. He joined IABG in 1999 as a 
senior transport consultant after working as project manager at several German engineer-
ing companies. He is principal editor of all Thematic Research Summaries. 

Main author: Air Transport, User Aspects, Safety and Security 
Peer review: Regional Transport, Rail Transport, Waterborne Transport, Environ-

mental Aspects, Land Use Planning 
 
Cristina I Ivan, Group of Independent Experts Ltd (GIE); Romania 
Ms Ivan has a law degree and has graduated a Master course in project management. 
Ever since 1998 she has participated in various projects financed by international donors 
in Romania. The main areas of her expertise cover: project management, legal approxima-
tion of the EU acquis & drafting of environmental legislation, as well as the carrying out of 
awareness raising and dissemination activities, including those for the transport sector. 

Main author: EU Accession Issues 
Peer review: Economic Aspects, User Aspects, Transport Management 

 
Dr Ann Jopson, Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds (ITS); UK 
Dr Jopson is a Research Fellow whose main interests and expertise lie in the areas of 
travel behaviour psychology, transport marketing and urban transport planning and policy, 
with particular emphasis on travel demand management through attitudinal and behav-
ioural measures. Her PhD thesis was based on the role of psychology in reducing car use. 

Main author: Environmental Aspects 
Peer review: Rural Transport 

 
Dimitris Koryzis, Systema; Greece 
Mr Koryzis is a production & management engineer from the Technical University of Crete 
and holds an MSc in Decision Sciences from Athens University of Economics & Business. 
He has more than 8 years experience as technical and managerial consultant for 30 Euro-
pean programmes in the transport sector (road, maritime and intermodal) as well as in re-
search and innovation technology EC projects. 

Co-author: Pricing, Taxation and Financing Tools 
 
Ulrich Leiss, Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH (IABG); Germany 
Mr Leiss is an aerospace engineer from the Technical University of Munich. His profes-
sional career includes 24 years experience with research, technical analyses, monitoring 
and managing national and European projects and programmes. These activities cover the 
areas aerospace, transport, energy and new technologies. 

Main author: Other Modes, Vehicle Technology 
 
Bryan Matthews, Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds (ITS); UK 
Mr Matthews has 9 years experience of transport research and project management in 
both consultancy and university settings. His research expertise is in transport policy 
analysis and transport economics. He has worked on a number of EU, UK DfT and Re-
search Council projects. He also contributes to teaching activities, lecturing on Air Trans-
port Systems and supervising student projects. 

Main author: Rail Transport 
Peer review: Air Transport 
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Prof Anthony D May, Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds (ITS); UK 
Professor May has over 35 years' experience in transport planning and traffic engineering. 
He has been a professor at Leeds since 1977, and has served as Head of the Department 
of Civil Engineering, Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, Pro-Vice Chancellor for Research 
and Director of the Institute for Transport Studies. He also has practical experience with 
the MVA consultancy and the GLC in London. His research specialities include: land use 
planning, traffic management, road pricing, sustainable urban transport, integrated trans-
port and environmental impacts of transport. 

Supervision of entire process of thematic reviews 
 
Batool Menaz, Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds (ITS); UK 
Ms Menaz is a transport economist from the University of Leeds. She has been involved in 
a number of various projects including research into transport pricing reform issues in air, 
road and rail for the IMPRINT-Europe thematic network project, and research for the UK 
Rail Research Centre looking at the alternative visions for the future of the British rail sys-
tem. 

Main author: Regulation/Deregulation 
Co-author: Passenger Transport, Equity and Accessibility, Land Use Planning 
Peer review: Road Transport 

 
Christina Paschalidou, Systema; Greece 
Ms Paschalidou is a transportation engineer from Aristotle University (Thessaloniki), with a 
MSc in Urban and Regional Transport from Laboratory of Transport Economics in Lyon. 
Her field of interest is transport planning and engineering, EU and national transport poli-
cies, sustainability issues and research. She joined Systema in 2005, while her previous 
experience includes an internship in ISIS, traffic studies elaborated individually and re-
search activities in the Aristotle University. 

Main author: Transport Management 
Peer review: Information and Awareness, Integration 

 
Ignacio Rada Cotera, Neptune – IkerConsulting; Spain 
Mr Rada Cotera is a lawyer from Deusto University in Bilbao, holding a diploma and certifi-
cate of European studies from Deusto and Saarland Universities, respectively. He has 
been working on EU projects since 2000. His main expertise is European commercial and 
regional policy, maritime transport and port affairs, legal aspects of international economic 
relations, urban planning, regional benchmarking and development. 

Main author: Regional Transport 
 
Marco Valerio Salucci, Università di Roma "La Sapienza", DITS; Italy 
Mr Salucci holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Rome “La Sa-
pienza”. His past research experience has focused on computer modelling of the opera-
tions of freight terminals and automatic passenger transport systems, the latter being car-
ried out within EC funded research projects. His current research for a doctorate is in the 
area of transhipment and information and communication technologies for intermodal 
freight transport. 

Co-author: Freight Transport, Urban Transport, Rural Transport, Efficiency,  
Decision-support Tools 

Peer review: Intermodal Transport 
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Dr Karsten Seidel, Neptune – European Networks and Cooperation; Belgium/Germany 
Dr Seidel has graduated as economist and holds a PhD from the University of Bremen. He 
has been working on EU projects since 1988. His main expertise is in European industrial 
and regional policy, telecommunication research projects, maritime transport and port af-
fairs, evaluation of technical aid, urban planning, regional benchmarking development. 

Co-author: Regional Transport 
 
Dr Paolo Delle Site, Università di Roma "La Sapienza", DITS; Italy 
Dr Delle Site holds an PhD, and is a senior research fellow at DITS, Transport Area, Uni-
versity of Rome “La Sapienza”. He combines professional experience with research activi-
ties, the latter mainly being carried out within EC funded research projects. Related activi-
ties comprise urban transport planning, urban public transport design, transport project as-
sessment, and policy analysis. His teaching activities include courses in transport plan-
ning. Furthermore, he is author of papers in Transportation Research Part A – Policy and 
Practice and in the European Journal of Transport and Infrastructure Research. 

Co-author: Freight Transport, Urban Transport, Rural Transport, Economic Aspects, 
Infrastructure Provision, Pricing, Taxation and Financing Tools 

Peer review: EU Accession Issues, Intelligent Transport Systems, Regulation/ 
Deregulation 

 
Damian Stantchev, Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds (ITS); UK 
Mr Stantchev holds a degree in Economics and Trade from Varna University of Economics 
in Bulgaria and an MA in Political Science from the Central European University in Hun-
gary. His early research experience was in the area of small business development in 
transitional economies of Central and Eastern Europe. Damian has also contributed to an 
extensive report on the role of the logistics and transportation sector in society for the Lo-
gistics & Transportation Corporate Citizenship Initiative of the World Economic Forum. His 
research for a doctorate examines the role of logistics in enhancing the competitiveness of 
the regional economy and encompasses all aspects of original research and data collec-
tion including the design, conduct and analyses of large scale surveys as well as the col-
lection of commercial data and development of case studies. 

Main author: Passenger Transport, Land Use Planning, Equity and Accessibility 
Peer review: Freight Transport 

 
Andrew Winder, ISIS; France 
Mr Winder is a transport planner with a BSc in transport management (Aston University, 
England) and over 15 years experience in consultancies and public transport authorities 
covering transport planning and policy, particularly at UK, French and Europe-wide levels. 
Since 1998 he has been a senior engineer at ISIS, responsible for a wide range of Euro-
pean projects focusing primarily on Trans-European Networks, ITS for road traffic man-
agement, urban and regional public transport and EU enlargement aspects. 

Main author: Road Transport 
Peer review: Passenger Transport, Urban Transport, Other Modes, Equity and Acces-

sibility, Infrastructure Provision 
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Ard Wolthuis, Università di Roma "La Sapienza", DITS; Italy 
Ard Wolthuis graduated in Science & Innovation Management, in the field of Transport and 
Mobility, from the University of Utrecht. He has been involved in transport projects and 
analysed socio-economic, environmental, political and legal aspects, such as the Phileas 
project, the Fokker bankruptcy, and innovation policy of companies in the Netherlands. 
Has participated in a European project on innovation in urban public transport systems. 
Since spring 2005 has joined DITS as a research fellow. His main areas of activities are 
policy analysis and dissemination of research results. 

Co-author: Efficiency, Decision-support Tools 
 
Dr Zhaomin Zhang, ANAST – University of Liege, Neptune; Belgium 
Dr Zhang has got the university degrees of Civil Engineering, Mechanical and Marine En-
gineering; Master of Transportation Sciences and Doctor of Philosophy. He is a senior en-
gineer and led the important projects related to the "Establishment of a mathematical traffic 
model on the Belgian waterway network" (Belgian national research program "Transport 
and mobility"), the project called "On computerisation and management in real-time of op-
erations relating to the exploitation of fluvial traffic to organise the waterway transport", Bel-
gian Regional Ministry of Public Works) and the Project related to the development of a 
transport cost model in the inland navigation sector. He has also been involved in numer-
ous simulation and operation research activities. 

Peer review: Decision-support Tools 
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